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We developed an analytic theory of inhomogeneous superconducting pairing in strongly disordered materials,
which are moderately close to superconducting-insulator transition. Single-electron eigenstates are assumed to be
Anderson-localized, with a large localization volume. Superconductivity develops due to coherent delocalization
of originally localized pre-formed Cooper pairs. The key assumption of the theory is that each such pair is
coupled to a large number Z  1 of similar neighboring pairs. We derived integral equations for the probability
distribution P (∆) of local superconducting order parameter ∆ (r) and analyzed their solutions in the limit of
small dimensionless Cooper coupling constant λ 1. The shape of the order-parameter distribution is found to
depend crucially upon the effective number of "nearest neighbors" Zeff = 2ν0∆0Z. The solution we provide is
valid both at large and small Zeff; the latter case is nontrivial as the function P (∆) is heavily non-Gaussian. The
discovery of a broad parameter range where the distribution function P (∆) is non-Gaussian but also non-critical
(in the sense of SIT criticality) is one of our key findings. The analytic results are supplemented by numerical
data, and good agreement between them is observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Strongly disordered superconductors are interesting both
from fundamental and practical perspectives. Fundamen-
tal problem of a quantum (zero-temperature) phase transi-
tion between superconducting and insulating ground states
(Superconductor-Insulator transition, or SIT) attracted consid-
erable attention since mid-80’s [1–5] and got an additional
burst of research during the last decade (see recent review [6]).
Practically, superconducting materials with a gap in the excita-
tion spectrum and very low superfluid density ρs are consid-
ered as potentially useful elements for construction of “super-
inductors”, much needed elements for quantum computing de-
vices [7–11]. However, it happens to occur that the two condi-
tions mentioned above (very low ρs and absence of low-energy
excitations in the spectrum) come into conflict. Superconduc-
tors which are too close to SIT unavoidably contain some non-
zero density of low-lying collective modes, even when single-
electron density of states (1-DoS) is fully gapped [12]. The
preliminary analysis performed in paper [12] was based upon
approximation of constant superconducting order parameter
∆(r) = ∆, which is far from being obviously correct. There-
fore, a self-consistent theory of the system’s collective modes
without the use of such a drastic approximation is needed.
Moreover, spatial distribution of superconducting order param-
eter can now be probed by means of modern low-temperature
Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy methods [13–17].
The local distribution function P (∆) of superconducting
order parameter very close to the SIT was studied theoretically
in [18, 19] within the Bethe lattice model. The distribution
P (∆) was found to exhibit a “fat tail” extending to the region
of large ∆, much larger than the typical value ∆typ. How-
ever, realistic experiments usually deal with superconducting
samples which are somewhat further away from the SIT; it is
especially so for superconductors which may serve as candi-
dates for construction of superinductors. On the other hand,
superconducting materials that are interesting in this respect
are much more disordered than usual dirty superconductors
whose order parameter fluctuations were studied long ago [20]
by means of semiclassical theory of superconductivity. As a
result, perturbative methods of Ref. [20] do not allow to study
strongly non-Gaussian order parameter distributions which are
expected according to numerical data [21, 22] and theory [19]
and eventually observed [14, 17, 23] in this type of materials.
The present paper is devoted to the development of analytical
methods able to study such an order parameter distributions.
While our approach is general and valid in principle at all
temperatures, in this paper we consider T = 0 limit only.
This paper is organized as follows. We formulate our theo-
retical model in Section II. Within it, we present the Hamilto-
nian and the corresponding mean-field equations for the order-
parameter distribution. Section III presents the body of our
theoretical approach. In Subsection III A, we start by deriving
a general set of equations to describe the statistics of solution
to systems of local nonlinear equations with disorder, such
as the mean-field equations for the order parameter. Within
the following Subsection III B, those equations are substan-
tially simplified in the physically relevant limit of small order
parameter ν0∆0  1 and large number of neighbors Z  1
within the localization volume of a given single-particle state.
Such simplifications render the presented equations amenable
for both numerical and analytical analysis. The same Sub-
section III B also contains a detailed comparison between our
theory and direct numerical solution of the original mean-
field equations. Subsections III C and III E then discuss the
asymptotic properties of the distribution of the order parameter
as found from our theoretical approach. In Subsection III D,
the reader can find an explicit analytical solution to the the
proposed equations on the distribution function of the order




























functions. Finally, Section IV summarizes the key theoretical
achievements and outlines several immediate developments.
II. THE MODEL
A. Phenomenology of strongly disordered superconductors
The physics of superconductor-insulator transition (SIT)
owes its rich phenomenology to the underlying complexity
of the Anderson Localization transition in the single-particle
spectrum of the system. The paper [24] conducts an extensive
research of the topic, building upon the seminal paper [25]
and early numerical studies [26]; here we employ a simplified
description proposed and substantiated in Ref. [18, 19]
The single-particle electron states are described by spatially
localized wave-functions ψi (r) with large localization vol-
ume Vloc and complex spatial structure [24, Sec. 2]. The single-
particle eigenenergies ξi of these states can be approximated
as randomly distributed independent variables, with the typi-
cal width of the distribution ν (ξ) being of order of the Fermi
energy EF . We assume that this distribution arranges a finite
density of states per spin projection ν0 = ν (ξ = 0) ∼ 1/EF
at the Fermi level.
Even prior to the emergence of the global superconduct-
ing coherence, the systems in question are known to favor
the formation of localized Cooper pairs [24, Sec. 3 and ref.
therein]. This phenomenon can be delineated by an additional
energy EPG per each unpaired electron in the system. For the
systems of interest, the typical scale of EPG is significantly
larger than all superconducting energy scales [24, Sec. 4.3].
Consequently, single-particle excitations barely contribute to
low-energy physics. One is thus able to describe the relevant
physics by considering only the states corresponding to pres-
ence or absence of a local Cooper pair on a given single-particle
state i, effectively halving the Hilbert space, as described in [24,
Sec. 6].
The superconducting order in the system then corresponds to
coherent delocalization of preformed Cooper pairs, as demon-
strated experimentally in Ref. [14] and supported by numerical
data [27]. Such behavior results from attractive Cooper-like
pairwise interaction between the Cooper pairs. This interaction
is assumed to be local, so that it only connects single-particle
states with a finite spatial overlap. As a result, each single-
particle state i is effectively interacting with other states located
within the localization volume of i. However, the particular
subset of those states is rather nontrivial due to both the com-
plex structure of the single-particle wave-functions ψi (r) and
explicit dependence of the matrix element of the interaction
on energy difference ξi − ξj between the interacting states. To
describe the emerging phenomenology, we employ a simplistic
model of the spatial structure of matrix elements that assumes
each single-particle state i to be effectively connected to a
constant number Z of states chosen at random from within
the localization volume of i. The value of Z can be estimated
as a small fraction of the total number of states within the
localization volume that has significant spatial overlap with
a given state i, so that Z ∼ nVloc · η, where n is the elec-
tron concentration and η is a small numerical factor. Due to
the proximity to the Anderson transition, the localization vol-
ume Vloc is large [24, Sec. 2], thus also rendering Z  1, even
despite the smallness provided by η. We note, however, that
for the analysis presented below it is only important that Z
itself is a large quantity. In particular, the analysis of a model
where each site has the value of Z distributed according to
Poisson distribution suggest that the fluctuations of Z do not
play a significant role in the observed behavior.
In what follows, we will also retain the information about the
energy dependence D (ξi − ξj) of the matrix elements of the
interaction. This energy dependence is primarily characterized
by the large energy cutoff εD that is typically of the order of
the Debye energy of phonons. Due to this energy scale, the
interaction between the states with energy difference |ξi − ξj |
larger than εD is essentially absent. Additionally, the actual
profile ofD for dirty superconductors with pseudogap is known
to exhibit substantial dependence at small energies due to the
underlying phenomenology of Anderson insulator [24, Sec. 4].
This feature presents an additional complication which does
not seem to be universally relevant. We will thus simplify the
model below by assuming that D is smooth in the vicinity of
the zero energy difference and arranges a small static coupling
constant D (0). The latter is then conventionally parametrized
by small dimensionless Cooper constant λ  1 as D (0) =
λ/ (2ν0Z), where the multiplier Z in the denominator ensures
proper normalization of the matrix element.
An important issue is related to the spatial geometry of the
manifold spanned by the indices of eigenstates i, j, ..., etc. On
the one hand, the eigenstates ψi (r) are supposed to be local-
ized in the physical 3D space (or in the effectively 2D space in
case of very thin films), and the locations Ri of the maxima in
the absolute values |ψi (r)| constitute a set of points in 3D (or
2D) space. On the other hand, the major role in the formation
of the superconducting state is played specifically by the eigen-
states close to the Fermi-level and in addition also sufficiently
strongly coupled to each other. Since coupling amplitudes
between eigenstates near the mobility edge strongly vary in
magnitude, only small fraction of all eigenstates ψj (r) that
can be found around the selected one — ψi (r) — is coupled to
ψi (r) considerably. The resulting spatial structure of interact-
ing eigenstates can be considered, in some approximation, as a
strongly diluted random graph with some large but finite num-
ber of neighbors Z per each participating “site”. The crucial
feature of this graph — as opposed to the usual Euclidean lat-
tice — is its loop-less structure. More exactly, a random graph
with coordination number Z that is much smaller than the total
number of sites N , does contain loops, but their typical size
grows with system size as ∼ lnN/ lnZ, while small loops are
absent. This, in turn, suppresses infra-red fluctuations of the or-
der parameter, which are known to be crucial for the adequate
description of thermal phase transitions in low-dimensional
systems. On the other hand, in the present problem we are in-
terested in statistical properties of the order parameter at lowest
temperatures, where thermal fluctuations are absent anyway.
The most important effects to be studied here are due to strong
statistical fluctuations (of quenched disorder), which can be
considered within the loop-less approximation.
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B. The model Hamiltonian
The presented phenomenological picture allows us to adopt
the following model Hamiltonian of a strongly disordered su-


















i↑aj↑aj↓ + Herm. conj.
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. (1)
Here, a†iσ, aiσ are fermionic creation and annihilation operators
of single-particles states ψiσ obeying standard commutation
relations, with σ ∈ {↑, ↓} denoting the spin of the electron.
The discussed preformation of Cooper pairs reduces the Hilbert









= {0, 1} , (2)
which is obviously conserved by the Hamiltonian. The first
term in Eq. (1) then reproduces the randomly distributed inde-
pendent single-particle energies ξi. The corresponding distribu-
tion ν (ξ) has a typical width of order of the Fermi energy EF .
The particular profile of ν (ξ) is of little importance for the
low-energy physics as long as the single-particle density of
states ν0 = ν (ξ = 0) is finite, i. e. ν0 ∼ 1/EF . The second
term in Eq. (1) represents local Cooper-like interaction, with
the summation going over all pairs 〈ij〉 of effectively inter-
acting single-particle states. We assume that each state i is
effectively coupled to a large number Z  1 of other localized
states. The matrix element Dij of the interaction is determined
by the energy dependence of the interaction and is modeled by
a smooth function with the following asymptotic properties




, |ξi − ξj | > εD,
0, |ξi − ξj | ? εD,
(3)
where λ 1 is the dimensionless Cooper constant and εD 
W is the characteristic scale of energy dependence of the
Cooper interaction.
C. The saddle-point equation
The superconducting transition for the Hamiltonian (1) is
captured by the saddle-point approach. According to it, one
approximates the Cooper interaction with coupling to the field
of the complex order parameter ∆. The latter is then found as
a minimum of the self-consistent free energy. In the absence
of time reversal symmetry breaking factors, such as magnetic
field or external current, the field of the order parameter ∆i
can be chosen to be real and positive. One then determines
the zero temperature configuration of the order parameter as
a positive solution to the following saddle-point equation [24,










where the summation in the right hand side goes over Z states
labeled with index j that interact with a given state i. The
reader can find the derivation of this equation for the original
Hamiltonian (1) in Appendix A. One then has to solve the
equation (4) for a given realization of random energies ξi and
subsequently analyze the statistical properties of the resulting
ensemble of ∆i, such as the local probability distribution and
the structure of spatial correlations.
However, the conventional saddle-point approach fails to
describe the Superconductor Insulator Transition (SIT) itself.
Namely, Eq. (4) posses nontrivial solutions for arbitrary weak
Cooper coupling strength, while in reality one observes de-
struction of the global superconducting order at a certain value
of the coupling constant [19]. The correct description of the
SIT requires careful treatment of the self-action of the order
parameter in a form of so-called Onsager reaction term. The
papers [18, 19] provide a consistent account for this effect by
means of the cavity method [28, 29] and demonstrate the emer-
gence of broad probability distributions of the order parameter
with slow power-law decay at large values, thus revealing the
defining role of extreme values in the corresponding quantum
phase transition. However, the paper [19] also demonstrates
that the effects of self-action are only relevant for Z > Z1,
where






with λ 1 being the dimensionless Cooper coupling constant.
Away from this region the reaction term constitutes only a small
correction, rendering the saddle-point equation (4) applicable.
We will thus limit our analysis to the case Z ? Z1, although
our technique could be extended to include the Onsager re-
action term. Despite the introduced limitation, we report a
broad region of Z values for which the distribution of the or-
der parameter still assumes substantially non-Gaussian profile
indicative of the competition between strong fluctuations and
global superconducting order.
A special comment is now in order concerning the difference
between our present approach and the one used previously in
Ref. [19]. The cavity method [28, 29] was developed origi-
nally for Ising-type problems. Relying on the exact recursive
relation for the conditional partition function, it derives its
power from the possibility to parametrize the latter in terms
a “local field” hi defined for each site of the problem. This
is possible for the Ising problem as the latter is described by
only two classical states per site. Upon taking into account
the normalization condition we then are left with only one real
parameter hi parametrizing the conditional partition function.
Our superconducting problem is different in two aspects. One
of them is due to the quantum nature of local degrees of free-
dom, as it was already discussed in [19]. Namely, the Hamilto-
nian (1) can be exactly mapped on the spin 1/2 XY model in
transverse field, with the corresponding spin degrees of free-
dom termed pseudospins [25]. Ref. [19] then uses the “static
approximation” that neglects dynamic correlations between
pseudospins. The second problem (left unnoticed in [19]) is
due to the fact that, even with quantum effects neglected, the
conditional partition function for a spin 1/2 degree of freedom
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with XY symmetry cannot be parametrized, in general, by a
single complex field ∆i.
A generalization of the cavity method is certainly possible
for this type of order parameter as well, but it is more involved.
The difference between cavity mapping used in Ref. [19] and
the exact one becomes important once the terms nonlinear in
the magnitude of the order parameter become important for
physics. We expect that the recursion equations derived and an-
alyzed in Ref. [19], are exact (leaving aside additional problem
with the accuracy of “the static approximation”) as long as the
amplitude of the order parameter is small in some appropriate
sense. For example, the linearized form of these equations is
perfectly applicable, e. g., to analyze the temperature-driven
transition. It is correct to use the recursion equations [19] for
the analysis of the long tail of the order parameter distribution,
as the effects of nonlinearity are also weak in this case. In the
present paper we are interested in the shape of the complete
distribution function P (∆) at T = 0, where the effects of
nonlinearity are strong. Thus here we prefer to employ clas-
sical form of the self-consistency equations (4); as explained
in the previous paragraph, the related inaccuracy (as long as
we do not include Onsager reaction term) is small as the ratio
Z1/Z  1.
D. Mean-field solution
The typical scale of the order parameter in Eq. (4) can be es-
tablished by a simple mean-field approach. Namely, one seeks
a spatially uniform solution ∆i = ∆0 = const, approximat-
ing the right-hand side of the saddle-point equation (4) by its
statistical average. This substitution is justified a priori for suf-
ficiently large values of Z by virtue of the central limit theorem.
As suggested by the seminal paper [25], a physical estimate
for the relevant range of Z could be obtained by demanding
that each single-particle state has at least one other resonant
state within the energy interval of size ∆0. This results on the
following criteria:
Z ? Z2 =
1
2ν0∆0
∼ 2ν0εD · e1/λ. (6)
In this case, one can neglect the fluctuations of the right hand
side of Eq. (4) around its mean value and obtain:
∆0 (ξ0) = Z
〈
∆0 (ξ)√
∆20 (ξ) + ξ
2




where 〈•〉ξ denotes the statistical distribution w.r.t the distri-
bution of ξ. The equation still contains the value ξ0 of the
disorder field at a given site, reflecting the fact that the order
parameter is itself a function of onsite energy ξ0.
The value of ∆0 is found self-consistently by solving the
resulting integral equation. The smallness of the coupling
D (ξ) ∼ λ/ (2ν0Z) at small energies |ξ|  εD enables one to
provide an analytical solution for the order parameter close to
the Fermi surface in a form of the celebrated BCS expression:






where the value ofE0 ∼ εD is expressed via the single-particle
density of states ν (ξ) and the exact profile of the D function.
The explicit form for E0 is presented in Eq. Appendix A.
While our analysis shows that the mean-field result (8) is
only justified for Z ? Z2, the exponential smallness of the
actual order parameter rests solely on the smallness of the
coupling constant λ. This makes ∆0 a valid scale to describe
the typical magnitude of the true solution to the saddle-point
equation (4) in the whole range Z ? Z1 we are interested in.
Below we find distribution function P (∆) and show that it can
be strongly non-Gaussian in general, while narrow Gaussian
shape is realized if the inequality (6) is satisfied.
III. DISTRIBUTION OF THE ORDER PARAMETER
In this section, we present both analytical and numerical
results for the onsite joint probability distribution of fields ξ
and ∆ on a given site. The latter is defined as
Pi (ξ,∆) = 〈δ (ξ − ξi) δ (∆−∆i ({ξ}))〉 , (9)
where δ (x) is the Dirac δ-function, ∆i ({ξ}) is the exact solu-
tion of the saddle-point equation (4) for a given realization of
the disorder field ξ, and the average 〈•〉 is performed over all




d∆′ P (ξ,∆′) = ν (ξ) , (10)
where ν (ξ) is the distribution of the original onsite disorder
field ξ.
In Sections III A and III B the reader can find a
concise overview of the theoretical approach, and Sec-
tions III B through III D showcase the results. Finally, Subsec-
tion III E addresses the a generalized version of the problem
that attempts to take the explicit randomness of the interac-
tion matrix element Dij into account. All theoretical results
are compared against the behavior of the distribution inferred
from direct numerical solution of the original saddle-point
equation (4) for several large disorder realizations. A more
detailed derivation of the presented results can be found in the
corresponding Appendices, see references in the main text.
A. Equation on the distribution in a locally tree-like system
Within our model, each single-particle state i is effectively
interacting with Z other single-particle states selected at ran-
dom. The corresponding structure of the matrix elements can
be represented by an instance of so called random regular
graphs. The latter are known to exhibit vanishing concentra-
tion of finite loops in the thermodynamical limit [30]. In other
words, the sites at distances up to some large distance d from
any chosen site i form a regular loop-free structure rooted at
i with probability approaching unity as the total number of
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the neighborhood of radius d = 3
of a particular vertex i of a Random Regular Graph (RRG) of de-
gree Z = 3, i. e with each vertex having exactly three neighbors.
Large RRGs are known to exhibit vanishing concentration of short
loops [30], so that up to some large distance d the neighborhood of i
represents a loop-free structure, i. e. a tree. In particular, each neigh-
boring vertex j is a root of the corresponding branch T ij consisting
of all vertices that can be reached from i by a path containing at
most d edges. Because the whole neighborhood is a tree, such path is
unique. Similarly, each nearest neighbor of j except i itself is also a
root of a tree T jk nested in T
i
j . Such a nested structure is convenient
for various recursive considerations.
sites N tends to infinity. A fragment of the corresponding
structure termed locally tree-like is illustrated on Figure 1.
For the physical system in question, one expects that the
spatial distribution of the order parameter exhibits a finite
correlation radius, at least away from the SIT. This implies
that the value of the order parameter at a given site is only
sensitive to the characteristics of neighboring sites up to some
finite correlation distance d0 away from the chosen site. In
conjunction with the locally tree-like structure, this property
suggests that for each site i the neighboring sites j ∈ ∂i are
only correlated via the site i itself. Indeed, the underlying
graph only contains large loops that are much longer than the
correlation length d0, and thus cannot influence distributions
of any local quantities.
To make use of the described properties, we consider the
system where the values of both ξ and ∆ at a given site i are
fixed externally, i. e. ∆i0 = ∆0 and ξi0 = ξ0, as opposed to
finding ∆i from the saddle-point equations (4) for site i. Now,
consider a nearest neighbor j ∈ ∂i of the “quenched” site i.
Due to the aforementioned structure of spatial correlations,
the exact solution ∆ij ({ξ} |ξ0,∆0) to the modified version of
the saddle-point equations (4) depends considerably only on
the values of the disorder field ξ within some finite region T ij
rooted at j, see Figure 1. Crucially, the described locally tree-
like structure implies that for different j the corresponding
“essential” regions T 0j are non-overlapping. This translates to
the fact that the pairs (ξj ,∆j) for various j ∈ ∂i are rendered
uncorrelated in the modified problem, as they are determined
by non-overlapping regions.
Similarly to the initial problem, we are interested in the joint
distribution of ∆ and ξ for site j in the nearest neighborhood
of i for the case when both ∆ and ξ at site i itself are fixed





δ (ξ1 − ξj) δ
(
∆1 −∆ij ({ξ} |ξ0,∆0)
)〉
, (11)
where ∆ij ({ξ} |ξ0,∆0) is the exact solution of the saddle-point
equation (4) for a given realization of the disorder field ξ and
a fixed value ∆0 of the order parameter at site i. The average
〈•〉 is now performed over the values of ξ at all sites except
i, where the disorder field assumes the value of ξ0. The new







1|ξ0,∆0) = ν (ξ1) , (12)
valid for any ξ0,∆0, ξ1. The aforementioned partition of the
neighborhood of i into non-overlapping tree-like structures T ji
then translates to the fact that the averaging in (11) only reflects
the statistical fluctuations of ξ in the corresponding region T ji
originating from the site j of interest.
The local structure of the problem along with the outlined
above statistical independence of different neighbors j ∈ ∂i
in the modified problem allows one to connect the onsite dis-
tribution Pi (ξ0,∆0) at site i with the distributions P ij in the
modified problem. To this end, one uses the saddle-point
equation (4) for site i. On the one hand, it is trivially satis-
fied by the exact solution ∆i ({ξ}) to the original problem.
On the other hand, the values of ∆j are given by the so-
lutions ∆ij ({ξ} |ξ0,∆0) to the modified problem for a con-
sistent choice of the values ξ0,∆0. In other words, letting
∆j = ∆
i
j ({ξ} |ξ0,∆0) with ξ0 = ξi, ∆0 = ∆i produces an
equation on the value of ∆i itself. These two observations valid
for any disorder realization can be translated to the following
relation between the two problems:















dξjd∆j · P ij (ξj ,∆j |ξ,∆) · eiτf(ξj ,∆j |ξ)
) . (13)
Here, Pi (ξ) is the distribution of the onsite disorder, f (ξj ,∆j |ξ) represents a shorthand for the right hand side
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of the saddle-point equation:





·D (ξj − ξ) . (14)
The lower integration limit E in the integral over ∆′ can be
set to an arbitrary positive constant. While the value of the
whole expression does not depend on E due to normalization
of the probability distribution P ij , one can use various values
of E to simplify the calculations. The specific structure of the
equation is due to the fact that computing a distributions of
solutions to a given equation with disorder requires taking into
account the Jacobian resulting from replacing the δ-function
of the solution with a δ-function of the corresponding equation.
The detailed derivation of Eq. (13) is presented in Appendix B.
In a similar fashion, one can formally consider quenching the
site j as well and determining the resulting onsite distribution
P jk (ξ2,∆2|ξ1,∆1) for some k ∈ ∂j\ {i}, i. e. next-to-nearest
neighbor of the initial site i. It is important, that due to the
tree-like structure, the distribution P jk receives no information
about the values of field ξ and ∆ at the initial site i. The same
considerations as the one that lead to Eq. (13) then allow one
to connect the onsite distribution P ij of the site j with those on
all nearest neighbors of j except i itself:

















dξkd∆k · P jk (ξk,∆k|ξ1,∆1) · e
iτf(ξk,∆k|ξj)
) . (15)
The final step of the derivation is to exploit translational and
rotational symmetries, as the latter are restored after averaging
over disorder. In other words, the choice of i and j ∈ ∂i is
arbitrary, so that translational invariance implies independence
of both the original Pi and the modified P ij distributions on
the choice of i, while rotational invariance suggests that P ij is
the same for all j ∈ ∂i. This allows one to replace all P ij with
just a single function P1, arriving at the central results of this
section:












(ˆ dξ′1d∆′1 · P1 (ξ′1,∆′1|ξ,∆) eiτf(ξ′1,∆′1|ξ))Z
 , (16)






















Both expressions (16-17) preserve the normalization of the
distributions, as can be checked by direct computation.
The accuracy of equations (16-17) is governed by the pres-
ence of small loops in the system. However, the relative mag-
nitude of the corresponding corrections is estimated as ∼ Z−l.
Such estimation originates from the fact that correlations in the
distribution of ∆ can be shown to decay as Z−d. Because of
the aforementioned loopless structure of large regular graphs,
the equations (16-17) become exact in the thermodynamical
limit. In reality, however, finite loops are present in the system,
but their concentration is typically small [30], rendering their
physical effect insignificant. Our additional numerical experi-
ments show that for sufficiently large Z even the shortest loops
of length three do not cause any noticeable deformation of the
onsite distribution functions. Namely, the empirical distribu-
tion of the order parameter on those sites that are members of
any cycle of length three in the graph is statistically indistin-
guishable from the probability distribution for the remaining
fraction of sites.
We also note that our approach allows a systematic compu-
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tation of any other joint probability distribution functions for
any group of sites of finite spatial size. In particular, a joint
probability distribution Pij (ξi,∆i; ξj ,∆j) for any two sites at
some finite distance d is expressible in terms of certain integro-
differential transform of the product of two P1 functions. It is
worth noting at this point, that both the direct inspection of our
approach and the answer for the joint probability distribution
for the two neighboring sites i and j ∈ ∂i suggests that P1
does not coincide with a conditional distribution function of
the form Pij (ξi,∆i; ξj ,∆j) /Pi (ξi,∆i). Although the two
objects share some qualitative properties, they are in fact quite
different.
We conclude this section by noting that the developed for-
malism allows numerous extensions of the form of the f func-
tion. As long as the underlying physical assumptions of condi-
tional statistical decoupling (i. e. the locality of correlations)
hold true, the exact form of the right-hand side of the analyzed
equation (4) is of little importance. Possible generalizations
include the effects of finite temperature and other types of un-
correlated disorder. In particular, Appendix G presents analysis
of a more general model that reflects mesoscopic fluctuation in
the values of the matrix elements between localized electron
states. The key qualitative changes to our results due to such
fluctuations are summarized in Subsection III E.
B. The limit of small ∆ and large Z
Having equations (16-17) at hand, it is now our aim to
simplify the equations in order to reflect the fact that the typical
scale of the order parameter is the only relevant energy scale in
the problem. In other words, we want to exploit the hierarchy
of scales of the form ∆  εD, EF that is naturally present
in the problem. By carefully expanding the equations (16-17)
according to this relation of scales, we will eventually be able
to solve the equation (17) for P1 and calculate the resulting
distribution P (ξ,∆) by means of (16).









where ∆0 is the mean field value of the order parameter defined
in Subsection II D. Similarly to the conventional theory of
superconductivity, we then expect that the high-energy physics
playing out at scales εD, EF does not find its way in the low-
energy physics, as the sole role of higher energies is to dictate
the overall scale of superconducting correlations.
The equation (17) suggests the following quantity as a proper
object in the limit of small ∆:
m (S|x, y) := ln
{[ˆ
dξ1d∆1 · P1 (ξ1,∆1|ξ,∆) · exp {iS · f (ξ1,∆1|ξ) /∆0}
]Z−1}
, ξ = ∆0x, ∆ = ∆0y. (19)
It represents a dimensionless form of the cumulant generating
function for the right hand side of the saddle-point equation (4)
for site j in the modified version of the problem, see the de-
tailed description in the preceding Subsection III A. In particu-
lar, the normalization condition (12) translates to the following
trivial identity:
m (0|x, y) = 0, (20)
valid for any x, y.
The integro-differential equation (17) can be reformulated in
terms of m function in a straightforward fashion. The proper
low-energy limit of this equation consists of formally retain-
ing only the leading orders in powers of small parameters
ν0∆0, 1/Z  1 while treating their product as a finite con-
stant Zeff = 2ν0∆0 · (Z − 1) that may attain any numerical
value, either large or small. The physical meaning of Zeff is the
effective number of interacting neighbors, that is, pairs with
local energies within the energy stripe of width ∼ ∆. Evi-
dently, local fluctuations of the order parameter will be small
if Zeff  1. A proper reduction of Eq. (17) to the low-energy
sector of the theory should be implemented with care due to
logarithmic divergency at high energies, with the latter being
typical for any kind of BCS-like theory. Working out a proper
cutoff for this divergence requires certain technical effort. The
corresponding technical details are described in Appendix C
for a simple case of trivial energy dependence of the matrix
element, i. e. D (ξ) = D (0) = const. Although not exactly
physical, the latter case showcases all insights necessary to ob-
tain a controlled limit of small ∆0. Appendix F then describes
the generalization of the approach to the case of smooth D (ξ)
with some finite energy scale of the order of the Debye energy
εD. Below we formulate the outcome of this procedure.
The m (S|x, y) function possesses the following
parametrization that is natural to describe the effects
resulting from carefully processing the aforementioned
logarithmic behavior in the theory:
m (S|x, y) = iSm1 (w) +m2 (S|w) , (21)




valid for |x| ≤ xmax, where xmax ∼ εD/∆0  1 by assump-
tion. The function m2 is constructed in such a way that its
expansion in powers of small S starts from the second order,




for S  1. For both m1, m2, the
w arguments assumes values in [0, 1]. The functions m1, m2
then satisfy the following pair of integro-differential equations:
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· exp {isκ · w} · exp {m (s|0)− isy1} , (23)






















These equations constitute a proper low-energy limit of equa-
tion (17). The result contains three controlling parameters
λ, κ, α that define the form of the solution and are themselves
defined by high-energy physics. By definition, λ = 2ν0ZD (0)
is the dimensionless Cooper attraction constant, the parameter
κ is defined as
κ =
λ





and the value of α is given by the following expression:
α = 1 + λ
ˆ
R




· D (ξ)−D (ξ)
D (0) |ξ|
, (26)
where the D function is the solution to the following integral
equation:





D (0)D (ξ − ξ0)−D (ξ0)D (ξ)
D2 (0) |ξ|
D (ξ) . (27)
The physical sense of D is to reflect the mean-field energy
dependence of the order parameter at scales ξ ∼ εD. Namely, it
describes the behavior of the solution ∆ (ξ) = ∆0D (ξ) to the
mean-field equation (7), see Appendix A for details. As already
mentioned above, the derivation of these results is presented in
Appendix C for the simple case with D (ξ) = D (0) = const
and in Appendix F for the case of smooth D. The resulting
expressions are applicable as long as the actual value of the
order parameter ∆ ∼ ∆0 is much smaller than any other
typical scale in the problem.
The solution to (26-27) renders the value of α that is close
to unity as long as the coupling constant λ is small enough:
α ≈ 1 + λ2c, c ∼ 1. (28)
Furthermore, the exact values of both α and λ provide only
a certain quantitative effect, while the only essential role in
the statistics of the order parameter belongs to the parameter
κ. In particular, below it is shown that large values of κ cor-
respond to heavily non-Gaussian regime of the distribution,
while the region κ 1 reproduces the Gaussian statistics as it
corresponds to the region defined by (6).
Once the solution to equations (23-24) is obtained, one uses
the expression (16) to calculate the joint probability distribution
P (x, y) of the fields x = ξ/∆0 and y = ∆/∆0:
















} · exp {m (s|ω (x/y))}
 , ω (z = x/y) = 1√1 + z2 , (29)
where all probability distributions are understood in their di-
mensionless form, so that the probability measure is defined as
P (x) dx, P (x, y) dxdy, etc. In particular, the value of P (x)
is given by P (x) = ∆0 ·ν (ξ = ∆0x). The expression is valid
for |x|  εD/∆0, while the remaining region is covered in
Appendix F. At this point, a comment is in order regarding
the qualitative behavior of P (x, y) with respect to the first
argument x = ξ/∆0. From general physics reasoning one
expects that there are two important regions: |x| ∼ 1 and
|x| ? εD/∆0  1. In the former, the joint distribution is ex-
pected to exhibit nontrivial behavior that is the central topic of
this paper. On the contrary, the region of large |x| describes the
situation when the Cooper attraction is not effective anymore
because the corresponding single-particle state is two far away
from the Fermi surface and thus does not contribute to the
global superconducting order. As a result, one expects that for
|x| ? εD/∆0 the joint probability distribution is concentrated
around y = 0 and thus bears no physical meaning whatsoever.
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The distribution P (y) of the order parameter is then ob-
tained by integrating the joint distribution P (x, y) over x.
According to the discussion above, the upper limit of this in-
tegration is xmax ∼ εD/∆0 which corresponds to local site







· exp {m (s|0)− isy} . (30)
It is now evident that the quantity m (s|0) represents the cumu-
lant generating function of the order parameter, that is








where the average 〈•〉 is taken over the distribution P0, i. e.
only takes into account physically relevant states close to the
Fermi surface.
The theoretical approach developed thus far can be summa-
rized as follows. Given the values of the parameters κ, λ, α
defined by high energy physics according to equations (25-27),
one solves the system of equations (23-24) for the m func-
tion. This function alone contains complete information about
the statistical properties of the saddle-point equations (4). In
particular, the very definition (19) of the m function implies
that the modified distribution P1 (x1, y1|x, y) is directly re-
stored from m (S|x, y) by computing the right-hand side of
(17), with the latter being expressible in terms of m alone. One
then uses expression (30) to calculate the onsite probability
distribution of the order parameter close to the Fermi surface
or a similar expression for joint probability distributions of
interest. The latter can be systematically expressed in terms
of the P1 (x1, y1|x, y) distribution according to the procedure
delineated in Subsection III A.
The main technical challenge at this point is to solve the pair
of integro-differential equations (23-24) for the m function.
We designed a certain numerical procedure that constructs an
iterative approximation to the solution. The implementation
can be found at [31]; it allows one to obtain the solution in
several minutes on a usual laptop. In order to benchmark the
developed theoretical approach, we employ direct numerical
solution of the saddle-point equations (4) in a particular disor-
der realization. The procedure consists of generating a large
instance of Random Regular Graph along with a random set of
values ξi for each site and solving the system (4) by a suitable
iterative procedure. For simplicity, the numerical routine uses
the version of the model with a trivial energy dependence of
the interaction matrix element D (ξ) = D (0) = const.
Figure 2 showcases the results of both procedures for various
values of microscopic parameters of the model corresponding
to qualitatively different profiles of the distribution function
P0 (y). As it is evident from both the numerical studies and
the analytical solution presented below, the parameter κ plays
the defining role in the qualitative form of the solution. In-
deed, small values of κ 1 correspond to the regime of small
disorder with a Gaussian distribution of the order parameter,
while the opposite case of κ ? 1 implies a rather involved
non-Gaussian profile of the distribution. The exact form and
Figure 2. A series of plots for the probability density function
(PDF) of the dimensionless order parameter P (∆/∆0) for various
values of the parameter κ. The filled blue line is the histogram
obtained from direct numerical solution of the saddle-point equa-
tions (4) on a Random Regular Graph of size N = 222 ≈ 4.2 · 106.
The orange line is obtained by solving the equations (23-24) for
the function m (S|w) and subsequently evaluating the integral (30)
for the distribution function. The green line uses the analytical
expressions (51-57) of Subsection III D to approximate the value
of the m function used to compute the integral (30) for the PDF.
For simplicity, the model with D (ξ) = const is used. Values
of κ = {0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0, 10} are realized in the system with
Z = 51 and λ ≈ {0.199, 0.177, 0.154, 0.129, 0.110} respectively,
and κ = 0.1 corresponds to Z = 101 and λ ≈ 0.222. The last pair of
values for Z, λ is motivated by the fact that larger values of λ render
large values of ∆, while our theory corresponds to the limit ν0∆ 1,
with the leading correction being of order 2ν0∆0/λ ≈ (κZ)−1. That
is why in order to obtain small κ one has to use larger Z so as to
keep the value of λ small enough. The aforementioned corrections
to small ∆0 limit are also responsible for the mismatch between the
theory and numerical data that is pronounced for κ = 0.1, 0.3 and
is also somewhat observable for larger values of κ with an apparent
decreasing trend (the theoretical curves have no fitting parameters).
The mismatch between the two instances of the theoretical descrip-
tions originates from corrections of order ∼ λ2 neglected in the
approximate analytical solution (green line), see Subsection III D
for details. One can observe the defining role of κ for the profile
of he distribution: small κ produce Gaussian regime, while large κ
render nontrivial distribution function, whose asymptotic behavior is
discussed in Subsection III C.
asymptotic behavior of this strong-disorder profile is described
in the following Subsection III C. In particular, a proper discus-
sion of the apparent secondary maximum in the distribution
P0 (y) observed for κ ? 1 is provided.
The physical reason behind the existence of diverse profiles
of the distribution function P0 (y) is related to the smallness






Figure 3. A color map of the joint probability density functionP (x, y)
of the onsite values of dimensionless disorder field x = ξ/∆0 and
dimensionless order parameter y = ∆/∆0 in the vicinity of the Fermi
surface corresponding to ξ = 0. The color encodes the value of the
probability density according to the legend to the right. The left color
map corresponds to (smoothened) histogram obtained from direct
numerical solution of the original saddle-point equations (4), and the
right color map reflects the result of the theoretical calculation per-
formed according to expression (29) with the m function determined
from the numerical solution of equations (23-24). For simplicity, the
model with D (ξ) = const is used. The parameters of the model in
both cases are λ ≈ 0.120 and Z = 51, which corresponds to κ = 5.0.
The observed jitter in the results of the direct numerical solution (left
plot) is due to the finite size of the corresponding sample: even de-
spite the fact that a system with N = 222 ≈ 4.2 · 106 sites is used,
only ∼ N · (2ν0∆0) ∼ 6 · 104 of them contribute to the presented
histogram, resulting in an average of just∼ 250 points contributing to
each bin of the histogram for the chosen bin size ∆x = ∆y ≈ 0.71.
The two color maps demonstrate reasonable agreement, simultane-
ously reproducing several important qualitative features of the joint
PDF. In particular, one observes a considerable deformation of the
conditional distribution Pc (∆) := P (ξ,∆) /P (ξ) as |ξ| decreases.
See main text for a detailed discussion.
section II C, the bare "number of neighbors" Z in our model
must be above Z1 = λ · e1/2λ in order to substantiate our disre-
gard for the Onsager reaction terms in the original saddle-point
equation (4). On the other hand, it is only at Z ? Z2 ∼ e1/λ
when one observes suppression of local fluctuations of the
order parameter due to statistical self-averaging, see Eq. (6)
and the associated discussion. The smallness of λ then renders
an exponentially large region Z1  Z  Z2 where the distri-
bution of the order parameter assumes a complicated profile
presented. Taking for the sake of example λ = 0.2 we find that
Z1 ≈ 2.5 and Z2 ≈ 30; in terms of the κ parameter defined in
Eq. (25), the accessible values range from arbitrarily small κ
up to κ > 10.
To conclude this subsection, we present the results for the
joint probability distribution P (x, y) of the dimensionless or-
der parameter y = ∆/∆0 and the corresponding onsite local
field x = ξ/∆0. Figure 3 shows the color maps of the distribu-
tion as found from the theoretical approach presented above
along with the data obtained from exact numerical solution
of the original saddle-point equations (4), as explained earlier.
The two pictures indicate a clear agreement up to statistical
noise present in the numerical data due to finite sample size.
While the distribution quickly approaches the profile corre-
sponding to P0 (y) ·P (x) at sufficiently large values of ξ, there
Figure 4. The plot of the conditional average of the dimensionless
order parameter ∆av (ξ) /∆0 =
´
d∆ ·∆/∆0 · P (∆, ξ) /P (ξ) as
a function of onsite value of the dimensionless disorder field x =
ξ/∆0. The blue points corresponds to the result calculated from the
direct numerical solution of the saddle-point equations (4). The solid
green line corresponds to the conditional average computed by direct
integration from the theoretical joint probability distribution given by
Eq. (29), with the m function determined from the numerical solution
of equations (23-24). The red dashed line corresponds to physically
relevant solution of the approximate equations (32-33). Finally, the
black dashed line denotes the value of the total average 〈∆〉 /∆0 of
the dimensionless order parameter as found from both the numerical
data and analytic theory. The microscopic parameters of the model
are D (ξ) = const, λ ≈ 0.120, Z = 51 and κ = 5.0, so that a direct
comparison with Figure 3 is appropriate.
is a noticeable deformation in the region ξ/∆0 > 5 indicative
of the strong correlation between the onsite values of ξ and
∆. As can be seen from the original saddle-point equation (4),
such behavior is a secondary consequence of the fact that a
low value of ξ at a given site i results in an increase of the
order parameter at all neighboring sites j ∈ ∂i by a contribu-
tion of the order D (ξj) /Z ∼ ∆0 · κ. This, in turn, leads to
the enhancement of the value of the order parameter on the
chosen site i. These qualitative considerations allow one to
estimate the position of the conditional distribution average
∆av (ξ) =
´
d∆·∆·P (∆, ξ) /P (ξ) as an appropriate solution
to the following system of equations:
∆av ≈ ∆neighb
(









At large values of ξ the solution ∆av approaches the total
expectation 〈∆〉, while at ξ → 0 the result behaves as ∆av ≈
〈∆〉+ κ, in full agreement to what is observed on Figure 3. A
plot of the full dependence ∆av (ξ) is presented on Figure 4 and
shows a reasonable agreement with both data obtained from
the direct numerical solutions of the saddle-point equations
and the curve calculated by appropriate numerical integration
of the theoretical expression (29).
We would like to emphasize, however, that this behavior is
subject to revision upon introduction of the Onsager reaction
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term discussed in Subsection II C. While we expect that for
Z ≥ Z1 this term is of little importance for the distribution
function of the order parameter, the profile of the onsite joint
distribution function P (∆, ξ) at |ξ| ∼ ∆ can potentially ex-
perience noticeable deformations from the described behavior.
Indeed, the physical interpretation of the reaction term is to
mediate the self-action of the order parameter, that is, the indi-
rect response of a given quantity to its own change through the
corresponding responses of the neighboring fields. The latter
mechanism is precisely what leads to the described profile of
the joint probability function at small values of |ξ|. That is why
even for sufficiently large values of Z the Onsager reaction
term might have a significant effect on the shape of the onsite
joint distribution function P (∆, ξ) for |ξ| ∼ ∆.
It is also worth mentioning that the joint probability distribu-
tion P (∆, ξ) is of more physical significance than the distribu-
tion P (∆) of the order parameter alone. Indeed, computation
of various physical observables for the given configuration of
the order parameter involves values both ξ and ∆ for states
close to Fermi level, i. e. with |ξ| ∼ ∆. As Figures 3 and 4 sug-
gest, treating fields ξ and ∆ as independent would thus result
in qualitatively incorrect results. One particular example of this
is the spectrum of collective low-energy excitations discussed
in Ref. [12]: the inverse Green’s Function of those modes is
sensitive to onsite values of ξ and ∆ in equal measures, so that
computing the average Green’s Function actually demands the
aforementioned joint distribution close to the Fermi surface.
Another important question yet to be analyzed is the connec-
tion between the field of the order parameter ∆ discussed in
this work and experimentally measurable quantities. While the
order parameter in weakly disorder superconductors can be
probed e.g. via the single-particle density of states [20], no the-
ory exists to our knowledge of a similar connection in the case
of strong disorder with a pseudogap. We believe such a the-
ory will inevitably require the knowledge of joint distribution
functions of both ξ and ∆.
C. Extreme value statistics
The equations (23-24) presented in the previous Subsec-
tion admit asymptotic analysis that allows one to extract the
behavior of the probability density function P0 (y) of the di-
mensionless order parameter y in several important limiting
cases. These include the limit of Gaussian distribution of the
order parameter that connects our model to the conventional
weak disorder limit as well as the the extreme value statistics in
the regime of non-Gaussian distribution of the order parameter
corresponding to moderate and large values of κ.
We start by formally considering the limit of large number
of neighbors that corresponds to the regime of weak fluctu-
ations. Within our theory, this regime is realized at κ > λ,
in consistence with the physical criteria articulated in Subsec-
tion II D. For small values of κ, the integral over s in Eq. (30)
for the probability distribution P0 (y) gains its value near the
trivial saddle point s = 0, as the m function depends on s only
via a combination κs. This, in turn, implies that only the two
leading terms in the expansion of the m function in powers of
small s are important for the value of the integral (30). As it is
shown in Subsection C 4 of Appendix C, these leading terms







































The higher order corrections are negligible for κS  1. With
this expression at hand, one obtains the following approximate































As already mentioned, the discussed approximation is valid for
κ > λ, as follows from analysis of higher order corrections
to the expansion (34), see Subsection C 4 for details. The
presented results (35-37) are otherwise accessible by a direct
averaging of the original saddle-point equations (4). Indeed,
upon applying the central limit theorem to the right hand side of
Eq. (4), one concludes that the order parameter in the left hand
side obeys a Gaussian distribution (35) with the parameters
given by equations (36) and (37). The region κ > λ is thus
consistent with the basic expectations in the regime of weak
disorder.
In the opposite case κ ≥ λ the full shape of the distribution
function P0 (y) cannot be computed analytically in general
case. However, its behavior at both large and small values of y
is reproduced by the saddle-point analysis of the corresponding
integral (30). The latter, in turn, requires asymptotic analysis
for the m function at large purely imaginary arguments. This
asymptotic behavior can be extracted from (24). A detailed
exposition of the procedure is presented in Appendix D, while
here we only quote the results.
For small values of y one finds the following asymptotic
expression for the probability:
P0 (y > 1) ≈
√
ζ (y)
2π · [λ 〈y〉]2
· exp {−ζ (y)} , (38)

















where 〈•〉 denotes the mean value with respect to the full distri-
bution P0 (y) itself, and γ = 0.577... is the Euler-Mascheroni
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constant. The expressions (38-39) are valid as long as the value








For the case κ > λ  1 considered, the condition above
reduces to ζ  1. We choose to retain the more general form
for the discussion relevant to the case κ > λ below.
The observed double-exponential behavior of the probability
is secured by a certain type of local disorder configurations,
as explained in more detail in Subsection D 1 of Appendix D.
Indeed, one can observe directly from the saddle-point equa-
tion (4) that the only feasible way to produce anomalously
low value of the order parameter on a given site is to have
the values of the disorder fields ξj on all nearest neighbors
larger (in absolute value) than a certain threshold ξmin  ∆.
The value of the threshold can be estimated from the mean-
field-like treatment of the saddle-point equation and renders







, and the probability of the
such an event to occur in the statistics of ξ is estimated as
P (min |ξ| > ξmin) ≈ exp {−2ν0Zξmin} for Z  1 and
ξmin  EF . Combining these two estimations correctly repro-
duces the exponential part of Eq.-s (38-39).
In the limit of large values of y, the following asymptotic
expression takes place:













2πκ (y − 〈y〉)
]
, (41)








with m1 (1) being the exact value of the m1 function at w = 1
given by
m1 (1) = 〈y〉+ κ+ λ
〈
(y + κ) ln
1
y + κ




The similarity sign “∼” in Eq. (41) expresses the fact that the
logarithm of the distribution function lnP0 (y) can be evalu-
ated explicitly only up to subleading corrections of the order
(y − 〈y〉) / ln (y − 〈y〉). The latter are themselves growing
functions of y, which prevents us from evaluating a proper
asymptotic form of the P0 function. A correct expression can
only be formulated in terms of the saddle-point approxima-
tion that uses the exact form of the m function to estimate the
value of the integral (30). The applicability of the asymptotic
form (41) is controlled by the following condition:
y − 〈y〉  κ. (44)
We note that while the asymptotic expressions (38) and (41)
can be used for any value of κ, the corresponding behavior
Figure 5. A log-scale plot reflecting the asymptotic behavior of the
probability density function (PDF) of the dimensionless order param-
eter y = ∆/∆0. The filled blue curve represents the value of the
integral (30) obtained by direct numerical integration. The orange
line corresponds to saddle-point approximation of the integral (30)
with all saddle points taken into account for y > 〈y〉. The green line
reflects contribution of the leading purely imaginary saddle point only.
When required, them function is determined from the numerical solu-
tion of equations (23-24). Finally, the dashed red line corresponds to
approximate analytic expressions presented in the main text: Eq. (41)
for large values of y > 〈y〉 and Eq.-s (38-39) for y < 〈y〉. The
microscopic parameters of the model are D (ξ) = const, λ ≈ 0.120,
Z = 51 and κ = 5.0. All saddle-point type approximations natu-
rally fail in the region y ∼ 〈y〉 due to vanishing second derivative
at the saddle point. On the other hand, all of them show reasonable
agreement with the exact value for both large and small values of y.
is essentially unobservable for κ  1. Indeed, in the latter
case, the criteria of applicability for the limiting expressions









 ∼ λ. (45)
for small y. On the other hand, the Gaussian probability distri-
bution (35) assumes exponentially small values for
|y − 〈y〉|  σ ∼ λκ. (46)
This implies that for the Gaussian regime κ > λ the asymp-
totic expressions (38) and (41) only become applicable in the
region where the the absolute value of the probability is already
exponentially small.
Figure 5 provides a demonstration of the approximate be-
havior described by equations (38) and (41) superimposed on
the distribution obtained by exact numerical solution of the
equations (23-24) with respect tom1 (w) ,m1 (S|w) functions.
In addition to that, this Figure also features the estimations
obtained from using the exact form of the m function deter-
mine the position of the saddle points and evaluate the resulting
approximation of the integral (30) for the probability density.
We note that the asymptotic form given by Eq.-s (38-39) for
y < 1 demonstrates excellent agreement with the exact result.
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However, the situation is more involved in the opposite limit of
large y. Yet, the provided approximation (41) for y ? 1 does
describe the asymptotic behavior of the distribution function
P0 (y) up to a constant of order unity, in accordance with
the quoted accuracy of the corresponding calculation, see the
discussion under (41).
However, the asymptotic expression (41) does not account
for the oscillatory behavior present at large values of the di-
mensionless order parameter y. Such non-monotonic behav-
ior is delivered by the subleading saddle points in the inte-
gral (30) over s, as explained in detail in Appendix D, Subsec-
tions D 2 and D 3. The total probability is thus found as a sum
over contributions from all saddle points:
P0 (y) = P
lead





0 (y) , (47)
where P lead0 (y) is the leading contribution described by (41),
and P (n)0 (y) is the subleading term produced by a complex
secondary saddle point enumerated by n ∈ N. Similarly to
the quality of estimation (41), only the leading log-accurate















with ψ defined in Eq. (42). Similarly to the case of the leading
contribution P lead (y), a proper asymptotic expression for each
subleading correction requires the exact form of them function.
Crucially, even at the level of this estimation one can observe
that the resulting sum (47) exhibits oscillations. Indeed, the es-
timation (48) indicates that each secondary contribution is close
to a periodic function with period ∆y = κ/n. The sum (47)
thus features constructive interference from all contributions at
values of y described by
y(n+1) − y(n) ≈ κ, y(0) = 〈y〉 , (49)
where n ∈ N enumerates the secondary peak.
The observed secondary maxima in the probability distribu-
tion P0 (y) admit a decent physical interpretation. Namely, the
n-th secondary maximum of the distribution corresponds to
the sites with exactly n neighbors with small value of onsite
disorder |ξi| ∼ ∆0. The apparent sharpness of the peaks can
be perceived as a consequence of Van Hove-type singularity in
the probability distribution of the terms in the right hand side
of the saddle-point equation (4). The latter exhibit a quadratic
maximum at ξ = 0, and thus posses the probability density










, ε→ 1. (50)
Subsection D 3 of Appendix D describes several quantitative
tests to verify this hypothesis at the level of an individual
disorder realization. The results are of unequivocal support to
the proposed interpretation.
This explanation also suggests that the observed features of
the distribution originate from an unphysical assumption that
the matrix element of interaction is constant, so that the de-
scribed Van Hove-type singularity is well-pronounced. On the
other hand, in real system one naturally expects fluctuations in
the coupling matrix element. In the following Subsection III E,
we analyze an extension of our model that includes these fluc-
tuations. Our conclusions clearly reflect that the described
secondary maxima in the distribution of the order parameter
are smeared by fluctuations of the coupling constant.
D. Weak coupling approximation λ 1
It turns out that the equations (23-24) admit a complete
analytical solution for the case of small coupling λ. While
we have already used the smallness of the coupling constant
in the form of the corresponding exponential smallness of the
order parameter to derive the equations (23-24) themselves, the
value of λ in the resulting low-energy theory is not restricted to
small values and can itself assume values of the order of unity.
For the case of small values of λ, however, we now present a
consistent expansion of the m function in powers of small λ
that constitutes a full solution to the system (23-24). A detailed
procedure is presented in Appendix E, while this Subsection
demonstrates the final results.
The leading term of the m2 function reads:
m2 (S|w) = λ · [(w + w0) Φ0 (κS) + Φ1 (κS)] , (51)



















eiσw1 − 1− iσw1
}
, (53)
and w0 is a constant that is determined below in a self-
consistent fashion The special functions can be expressed in
terms of generalized hypergeometric series, see expressions
(E4) and (E5) of Appendix E. One then substitutes this form of
the m2 function in Eq. (23) for the remaining m1 term. Restor-
ing the functional form of the w-dependence up to the same
precision as the expression (51) for m2 then renders:
m1 (w) = κ (w + w0)
+ λ
[








Finally, equation (23) also produces a self-consistency equation
for m1 (0), which allows one to determine the value of w0:
w0 = w
(0)

























where W (z) is the principal branch of the Lambert’s W -























Appendix E contains the explicit expression (E22) for the F
function in terms of polylogarithm function Li2 (z). Equa-
tions (51-57) thus constitute a complete solution for m func-
tion that is restored from m1 and m2 contributions according
to Eq. (21). The obtained expressions are then to be used to
compute the value of the distribution function P0 (y) by means
of Eq. (30). Figure 2 features the resulting theoretical curves
along with the ones obtained with the use the exact solution to
the equations (23-24) and with a histogram of direct numerical
solution to the original saddle-point equations (4).
The applicability of the presented expansion is limited by the













which, in turn, limits the value of the microscopic parameter Z
of our model as













Remarkably, the resulting scale of Z is exponentially smaller
than the value of Z1 = λ exp {1/2λ}, which limits the ap-
plicability of the original saddle-point equations (4) due to
the neglect of the Onzager reaction terms, as explained in the
discussion after Eq. (5).
We have thus obtained a set of expressions that fully describe
the statistics of the order parameter in the entire region of ap-
plicability of the original saddle-point equations (4). Namely,
expressions (51) through (57) explicitly describe the m func-
tion, which, in turn, contains full information about the joint
statistics of the order parameter ∆ and the disorder field ξ, as
explained in Subsection III A.
E. The effect of weak fluctuations of the coupling amplitudes
In this Subsection, we analyze a generalization of our model
that allows for the fluctuations of the interaction matrix element
between each pair of interacting single-particle states. We
model these fluctuations by assigning a random magnitude to
the bare matrix element Dij of the interaction between each
pair of interacting states on top of its smooth dependence on the
energy difference ξi− ξj of the two states. This corresponds to










where D (ξ) is the energy dependence of the interaction de-
scribed previously, and cij are independent random variables
distributed according to some distribution P (c). In particular,
letting P (c) = δ (c− 1) leads one back to the saddle-point
equation (4) analyzed earlier. The new equation (60) now
includes two sources of disorder: the randomness of the single-
particle energies ξi and the one from the distribution of the
coupling matrix elements Dij = cij ·D (ξi − ξj).
One can conduct the mean-field analysis of Eq. (60) similar
to that of Subsection II D. The latter is still valid for sufficiently
large number of neighbors, i. e. 〈c〉Z · 2ν0∆  1. One can
then assert a spatially uniform order parameter for energies
close to the to Fermi surface and obtain





, λR = 〈c〉 2ν0D (0)Z, (61)
where λR is the new dimensionless Cooper attraction constant,
and the value of E0 ∼ εD is still determined by higher energy
scales, but with the new value of the mean matrix element.
Our theoretical approach can be generalized to describe
the model above, as explained in detail in Appendix G. In
particular, the m function retains its role of the central object
in the theory. Here, we only present the proper counterpart of
Eq.-s (23-24) valid for x > εD/∆0:





























· exp {m (s|0, 0)− isy1} , (62)





























In these equations, the boxes highlight the difference brought
in by the fluctuations of the matrix element in comparison with
equations (23-24). Once the solution to these equations is
found, expressions (29) and (30) for the probability density of
the dimensionless order parameter P0 (y) and the joint prob-
ability density P (x, y) of onsite values of x = ξi/∆0 and
y = ∆i/∆0 are applicable without modifications.
We first note that these equations allow one effortlessly ana-
lyze the effect of the fluctuating number of neighbors Z. To
this end, one lets P (c) = p · δ (1− c) + (1− p) δ (c), so that
each edge is either “turned on” with probability p ∈ [0, 1], or
“turned off” with probability 1− p. As a result, each site has
a fluctuating number of neighbors with Poisson distribution
characterized by mean value 〈Z〉 = pZ. With choice of the
distribution function P (c) one can explicitly perform all the
averages in Eq.-s (62-63). Remarkably, the outcome identi-
cally coincides with the equations (23-24) for the case without
fluctuations of the number of neighbors upon proper renormal-
ization of the microscopical constants λ, α, Z,∆0, κ. Namely,
one simply has to replace
λ 7→ λR = pλ, α 7→ αR = pα (64)
and calculate all other low-energy quantities in the theory using
these modified values. One particular example of this is the
mean-field value of the order parameter (61) that now contains
precisely λR in both the exponent and the prefactor E0 defined
by higher energies. Consequently, the remaining microscopical
constants are renormalized as




The derivation of these results are presented in Subsection G 5
of Appendix G. We once again underscore that such a picture
implies absence of any practical significance of the fluctuations
of the number of neighbors in our model.
A more complicated situation arises, however, if one intro-
duces disorder in the value of c itself. For this calculation, we
choose c to be distributed according to a narrow distribution




= δ2 and expo-
nentially decaying tails. One can then repeat the asymptotic
analysis of Subsection III C to extract the influence of the in-
troduced fluctuations of the coupling matrix elements on the
extreme value statistics. A detailed exposition is presented
in Appendix G, while here we summarize the key results and
qualitative conclusions.
In the region of small value of y, that corresponds to a
unique saddle point of the form S = +it, t  1, one can
expand the Eq. (62) w.r.t small deviations of c from its mean
value. Upon estimating the probability (30) with the help of
the resulting asymptotic expression, the double-exponential
asymptotic behavior described by Eq.-s (38-39) remains valid
with only a slight modification of the form





However, with finite δ this regime now extends only to a finite
lower value of the probability density:
P0 (y) ?
1√














The value of P0 (y) for larger values of δ is described by a
different asymptotic behavior with much slower decay in the
region of small y/ 〈y〉. It can be interpreted as a change in
the type of the dominating optimal fluctuation that delivers the
body of the distribution for low values of the order parameter.
Indeed, for the case with δ = 0 the only way to render a small
value of the order parameter was to have all neighboring values
of |ξ| large enough, as explained in Subsection III C. However,
sufficiently strong fluctuations of the coupling constant provide
a finite probability of a region with a diminished values of the
coupling constant to neighboring sites with relatively small
values of ξ. The behavior of the distribution would thus reflect
the competition between these two sets of configurations. As a
consequence, one expects that in this case the answer will be
sensitive to the particular form of the distribution P (c) as well
as any local correlations present in the joint distribution of the
coupling matrix elements cij and the onsite energies ξi.
The asymptotic behavior of the distribution for large values
of the order parameter can also be analyzed within the pertur-
bative expansion of Eq. (62) w.r.t small deviation of c from its
mean value. One obtains that each of the multiple saddles point
of the integral (30) for the probability acquire an additional
multiplier that can be estimated as
P
(n)
0 (y) ∼ P
(n)









where zn = iSnκ describes the position of the corresponding
saddle point, and Pn (y, δ = 0) stands for the magnitude of the
contribution without fluctuations of the matrix element. This
result implies that the asymptotic expression (41) delivered
by the main saddle point with n = 0 remains qualitatively
intact up to δ ∼ 1, at which point the perturbative expansion
w.r.t small δ ceases to be applicable. Furthermore, each sec-









due to the imaginary part zn which is
close to 2πn. As a result, the oscillations produced by these
secondary saddle points are suppressed at 2πδ ∼ 1.
Figure 6 below presents the demonstration of the qualita-
tive picture presented above in the form of both theoretical
curves and histograms obtained from direct numerical solu-
tion of the modified saddle-point equations (60) for several
realizations of the disorder. In particular, it clearly illustrates
the persistence of both asymptotic trends observed in previous
Subsection III C, while also demonstrating how the secondary
maxima are smeared as the value of δ is growing.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we developed systematic theory able
to describe statistics of superconducting order parameter in
strongly disordered pseudo-gaped superconductors not very
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Figure 6. A log-scale plot for the PDF of the dimensionless order
parameter P (∆/∆0) for various strength of the fluctuations of the in-
teraction matrix element Dij = cijD (ξi − ξj). The distribution of c





The solid lines represent the smoothened histogram obtained from di-
rect numerical solution of the saddle-point equations 60 on 3 instances
of Random Regular Graph of size N = 217 ≈ 1, 3 · 105. The dashed
lines uses the proper generalization of the weak coupling approxima-
tions of Subsection III D to approximate the value of the m function
used to compute the integral (30) for the PDF. Finally, the dashed
red line corresponds to approximate analytic expressions for the case
without fluctuations of coupling matrix element: Eq. (41) for large
values of y > 〈y〉 and Eq.-s (38-39) for y < 〈y〉. The microscopic
parameters of the model are D (ξ) = const, λ ≈ 0.120, Z = 51 and
κ = 5.0. The mismatch between the theoretical description and the
numerical histogram originates from subleading corrections of order




, see also notes on this under Figure 2
close to SIT. We have discovered the existence of a wide region
of parameters where usual semiclassical approach to dirty su-
perconductors is not valid, but, at the same time, the universal
behavior typical for the close proximity to SIT [19] does not
take place either. In this wide range of parameters, the shape
of the distribution function P (∆) is controlled by the single
parameter κ, defined in Eq. (25). Small κ corresponds to weak-
disorder Gaussian limit typical for usual dirty superconductors,
see Eq. (35). On the other hand, at κ ? λ, with λ being the di-
mensionless Cooper constant, the distribution becomes highly
non-trivial. We are able to calculate its explicit form for all val-
ues of ∆/∆0 in terms of certain special functions, as presented
in Subsection III D. The asymptotic behavior of the distribution
density P (∆) is given by equations (38-39) and (41) for small
and large values of ∆/∆0 respectively. These functions do
depend on the value of κ; in principle, it opens the possibility
to extract the value of κ for specific disordered superconductor
via measuring the local distribution P (∆) by means of scan-
ning tunneling methods. The current model, however, breaks
down in a small vicinity of the SIT described by exponentially





 1. The very existence of a
separate region with a broad range of disorder strengths and
non-universal shape of the distribution function P (∆) is re-
lated to the smallness of Cooper attraction constant λ  1.
Until recently, small-λ region was not attainable for direct
numerical simulations of real 2D and 3D systems due to size
restrictions. Advances in this field [32–34] seem to make such
a study possible.
The shape of distribution function P (∆) was found to differ
considerably from the fat-tail distributions obtained previously
in Ref.-s [19, 23] by different analytic and numerical methods.
Concerning available experimental data, we note, first of all,
that the interpretation of the tunneling conductance dI/dV
in terms of the theoretical order parameter is not straightfor-
ward in the case of large spatial fluctuations ∆ (r). Indeed,
in such case the half-width of the gap defined as the energy
distance between the peaks in dI/dV is not just given by the
order parameter ∆ itself, as it is the case in the classical su-
perconductor with constant ∆. In fact the shape of dI/dV is
controlled by the local Density of States (DoS) ν (E) which
should be obtained, in principle, via the solution of the gener-
alized Usadel equation for the local electron Green function in
the background of spatially fluctuating order parameter ∆ (r)
as well as in presence of a pseudo-gap. Such a program had
never been implemented yet, to our knowledge.
Qualitatively, it seems evident that more direct access to
the local values of ∆ (r) is provided by the heights R of the
"coherence peaks" in local tunneling conductance dI/dV (r).
Early experimental data [14] demonstrates substantial change
in the distribution of peak heights P (R) with the increase of
disorder, similarly to the effect of increasing our theoretical
parameter κ upon the shape of P0 (∆), see Figure 2. Another
type of theoretical analysis provided in Ref. [23] predicts ex-
tremely broad distribution of the Tracy-Widom universal shape
in terms of the logarithmic variable Rs = lnR/ 〈R〉; however,
their experimental data on Fig. 6 leaves space for different
interpretations as well. A recent study [33] of strongly disor-
dered 3D superconductor by means of numerical solution of
Bogolyubov-De Gennes equations provides a number of vari-
ous distribution functions for P (∆), which could be analyzed
in terms of our theory; for now we can say that the generic
feature — an increase of normalized width of the distribution
with disorder — is reproduced there as well.
The model we have studied here is limited in several regards.
First of all, our initial model approximates the matrix element
of the Cooper attraction by a constant value, that is further
endowed with a weak dependence energy difference. However,
the actual amplitude of the interaction in each disorder real-





j (r) dr and thus exhibits direct sta-
tistical fluctuations at least of the order of its mean value. In
Subsection III E we have briefly analyzed an extended model
that incorporates this effect in the simplest fashion possible.
Our analysis indicates that these direct statistical fluctuations
do not alter our conclusions about the large-value asymptotic
behavior of the distribution of the order parameter, while only
removing several unphysical features such as secondary max-
ima. However, it also follows from our results that even rela-
tively small fluctuations of the interaction matrix element can
distort the low-value asymptotic behavior of the distribution
of the order parameter. The character of this distortion is gen-
erally sensitive to the local structure of the distribution of the
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matrix elements and requires further analysis.
Secondly, the energy dependence of the matrix element
D (ω = |ξi − ξj |) is assumed to be smooth at the relevant en-
ergy scale of Debye energy εD. It is not necessarily the case
for strongly disordered superconductor with the Fermi energy
located inside the localized band; the point is that the relevant
matrix elements between localized eigenstates contain [24,
Subsec. 2.2.5] the Mott resonances leading to a singular behav-
ior D (ω) ∝ |lnω/δL|d−1. This feature can be incorporated
in our approach as long as the overall separation of scales
∆ εD, EF is maintained.
Thirdly, we have analyzed the mean-field equations for
T = 0 only. Non-zero temperatures can be included into
our formalism simply by multiplying the function f (ξj ,∆j |ξi)





2T . It will complicate fur-
ther analysis, but low-T corrections to the obtained results are
possible to derive.
The nearest extensions of the developed theory will contain
study of low-energy collective modes in strongly disordered
superconductors. The aim is to revisit this subject, considered
originally in Ref. [12] with the presently developed understand-
ing about the order parameter distribution. Another important
subject is to include the Onsager reaction term in our free en-
ergy functional; it would allow to consider the region closer
to SIT by our methods. Finally, it is of practical importance to
establish a reliable connection between the order parameter ∆
studied in this work and experimentally measurable quantities,
as none such connections exist to date for strongly disordered
superconductors.
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Appendix A: The Saddle-point Approximation
In this Appendix, we present a concise description of the saddle point approximation for the model Hamiltonian (1) in the main
text. The partition function Z and the free energy F of the model are defined as
− βF = lnZ = ln Tr {exp {−βH}} , (A1)









= {0, 1} . (A2)
This limitation arises due to the presence of a large pseudogap in the system, see Subsection II A of the main text for more details.
1. Saddle point free energy
It is convenient to rewrite the partition function (A1) in terms of imaginary time interaction picture with respect to the











Time-dependent operators in the interaction picture then reads
X (τ) = eτH0Xe−τH0 .
One can then represent the partition function in the following way:
− βF = ln Tr
{
Texp {−βHint (τ)} e−βH0
}
. (A4)








i↑ (τ) aj↑ (τ) aj↓ (τ) + Herm. conj.
)
. (A5)
Under the sign of the time ordering, one can decouple the interaction term by means of the functional Hubbard-Stratanovich
transformation [35]:






















D∆ (τ) · exp {−S∆ [∆]} , (A7)
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where the functional integration is done over all complex fields ∆i (τ) obeying periodic boundary conditions w.r.t τ . The














·∆j (τ) , (A8)






·D (ξi − ξk) = δik. (A9)
One typically expects the mean field analysis to be perfectly applicable for a well developed superconductivity away from
the transition temperature, i. e. for 1 − T/Tc  Gi. For the functional representation (A6), this corresponds to evaluating
the functional integral by means of the saddle-point approximation. The saddle-point configuration of the order parameter is
time-independent, so that the saddle-point value of the free energy corresponds to the minimum of the following free energy
function with respect to the order parameter:



























i↑ + Herm. conj.
)
. (A11)
The second term in (A10) is obtained after using the fact that for the case of time-independent ∆ field, the trace of the time-ordered
exponent can be rewritten in terms of a trace over fermionic degrees of freedom of the mean field Hamiltonian HMF.
The second term in (A10) can be evaluated explicitly:













Note that this expression differs from a similar term in the conventional theory of superconductivity by absence of the quasi-particle




























2. Saddle point equation for the order parameter



























f (ξj ,∆j |ξi) , (A15)










In the absence of magnetic field and similar time-reversal symmetry breaking factors, the order parameter can be chosen to be real











3. Mean field solution at zero temperature
It is informative to analyze the resulting saddle-point equation (A17) in the regime of weak disorder, when the order parameter
is nearly homogeneous. As already discussed in Subsection II D of the main text, this approach is justified for sufficiently large
number of neighbors Z by virtue of the central limit theorem. In this case, one can simplify the saddle-point equation at zero
temperature (A17) to the following form:
∆ (ξ0) = Z ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ) ·D (ξ − ξ0)
∆ (ξ)√
∆2 (ξ) + ξ2
. (A18)
This expression represents an integral equation on the value of the order parameter ∆ for a site with a given value of the onsite
disorder ξ0.
Let us now take into account that the D function describes some weak attraction with a typical energy scale being the Debye
energy εD. Similarly to the conventional theory of superconductivity, the resulting value of the order parameter then appears to be
exponentially small with respect to the dimensionless coupling constant. For our model, the latter is defined is
λ = 2ν0 · ZD (0) . (A19)
The exponential smallness then follows from the fact that the integral over ξ in the right hand side of (A18) is logarithmic due to
the 1/ξ asymptotic of the expression with a square root. Secondly, because the superconducting scale ∆ is exponentially smaller
than the Debye energy εD, the key role of D (ξ) is to provide an upper cut-off for the otherwise logarithmically diverging integral
over ξ in (A18). The integral itself can thus be estimated as:
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ) ·D (ξ − ξ0)
∆ (ξ)√
∆2 (ξ) + ξ2
∼ 2ν (0) ·D (0) ln εD
∆ (0)
+ const,
where the constant term of order unity is controlled by high energies, as we will demonstrate below. This also implies that the
ξ0-dependence of the order parameter approximately replicates that of D (ξ0), thus also suggesting the scale of order ξ0 ∼ εD for
the dependence of ∆ on ξ0.




, d (ξ0) :=
∆ (ξ0)
∆0
, ∆ (0) = ∆0, ν0 = ν (0) . (A20)
As discussed above, both u (ξ) and d (ξ0) are expected to have εD as the energy scale of the ξ-dependence. Note also that both u
and d functions are normalized as u (0) = d (0) = 1 by construction. In this notation, the mean field equation (A18) reads
d (ξ0) = λ ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u (ξ − ξ0)
d (ξ)√
∆20 · d2 (ξ) + ξ2
.
Assuming that the value of ∆0 is the smallest energy scale in the problem, one can perform two important simplifications. First,
one neglects the ξ-dependence of the expression under the square root, as it rendered irrelevant already for |ξ| ? ∆0, well below
the region where u (ξ) deviates from unity considerably. Secondly, one can split the integral over ξ into two contributions: the low
energy part gaining its value at |ξ| ∼ ∆0 and the high-energy part collecting its value from a large region ∆0  |ξ| > εD. The
result reads:
d (ξ0) = λ ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0




= λη (ξ0) ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0





dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0




The second term now gains its value from the aforementioned large region ∆0  |ξ| > εD and thus the ∆20 term in the
denominator can be neglected, rendering:
d (ξ0) = λu (ξ0) ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0





dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u (ξ − ξ0) d (ξ)− u (ξ0)u (ξ) d (ξ)
|ξ|
. (A22)
The normalization condition d (0) = 1 fixes the exact value for the first term:
1 = λ ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0





which then allows one to simplify the equation (A22) to:
d (ξ0) = u (ξ0) + λ ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u (ξ − ξ0) d (ξ)− u (ξ0)u (ξ) d (ξ)
|ξ|
. (A24)
This equation represents an integral equation on the d function. As expected, it does not contain any information about the order
parameter whatsoever, reflecting the fact that the behavior of d is determined solely by higher energies.
One then turns to the low-energy part represented by Eq. (A23). In order to extract the value of ∆0, one uses the following








· 2K0 (∆0 |t|) eitξ, (A25)
where K0 is the modified Bessel function. The expression (A23) then reads:




· 2K0 (∆0 |t|) ·
ˆ
dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u (ξ) d (ξ) · eitξ. (A26)
After integrating over ξ the resulting function of t decays quickly beyond |t| ? ε−1D , as governed by the behavior of both d and u
functions. The resulting integral over t then also converges at |t| > ε−1D , allowing one to formally expand the Bessel function in
the limit ∆0 |t|  1:















dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u (ξ) d (ξ) · eitξ, (A27)

















dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u (ξ) d (ξ) · eitξ. (A28)
The value of E0 is of the order of Debye energy εD, as will be demonstrated in a moment. One can then simplify equation (A27)
to
















dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0








dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0













dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u (ξ) d (ξ) · eitξ
]
= λ · ln 2E0
∆0
= 1 . (A29)
The last equation highlighted with a box finally renders the BCS solution (8) for the order parameter presented in the main text:






where the exact energy scale E0 ∼ εD is determined by high energies, as evident from Eq. (A28).
It is worth noting that one can build perturbative expansion for both d (ξ) and E0 in powers of small λ. As it is obvious from
Eq. (A24), the leading order for d (ξ0) is given by
d (ξ0) = u (ξ0) +O (λ) , (A31)
which confirms the qualitative expectation that ∆ (ξ0) resembles the profile of D (ξ). The value of E0 is then read off from
Eq. (A28):


















dξ · ν (ξ)
2ν0
· u2 (ξ) · eitξ
}
. (A32)
For instance, a simplistic model of the form u (ξ) = θ (εD − |ξ|) renders:















· 2 sin εDt
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in full agreement with the textbook results [35].
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Appendix B: Equation on the distribution of the order parameter
In this appendix, we present the derivation of the equation on the distribution of the order parameter obeying the saddle-point




f (ξj ,∆j |ξi) , (B1)
where f represents the functional form of the equation. For instance, the zero temperature case reads





·D (ξj − ξi) , (B2)
as read off directly from the saddle-point equation (4) itself. We assume that for every particular realization of the disorder field ξi




. In this context,
the term stability essentially means that the solution is a minimum of the free energy. Note that the configuration of the order
parameter explicitly depends on the disorder fields ξi.
We are also interested in the following modification of the problem. Consider the system (B1), in which the equation for the
value of ∆ at site i0 was replaced by manually specifying the value of the order parameter, so that ∆i0 = ∆0. For brevity, we will
denote the value of ξi0 at the corresponding site as ξ0. For an arbitrary choice of ∆0 and ξ0, this new problem is not identical to
the initial one, hence the solution to the modified system of saddle-point equations represents a different function of disorder on






Just as the original problem, this modified problem does contain explicit dependence on the disorder field ξi in the remaining
system. However, it now also depends on the choice of ∆0 and ξ0. The key observation at this point is that solution to the modified
problem Si0 coincides with the solution to the original problem S if and only if one chooses the value of ∆0 consistent with the
configuration of both ∆ and ξ fields in the remaining system. In other words, the following identity holds
∀j 6= i0 : Si0j ({ξj} |ξ0,∆0) ≡ Sj ({ξi})⇔

ξ0 = ξi0 ,
∆0 = Si ({ξi}) ,
∀j 6= i0 : ∆j = Sj ({ξi}) .
(B4)
Equivalently, one must demand the value of ∆0 itself to satisfy the saddle-point equation (B1) at i0:
∀j 6= i0 : Si0j ({ξj} |ξ0,∆0) ≡ Sj ({ξi})⇔





f (ξj ,∆j |ξ0) ,
∀j 6= i0 : ∆j = Sj ({ξi}) .
(B5)
One particularly important interpretation of the equation (B5) is that solving the full system of saddle-point equations (B1) can be
performed in two steps. First, one solves the modified problem for some externally specified value of ∆0 and thus restores the
Si0j function. Then one plugs the result into the saddle-point equation for site i0 itself and solves the resulting equation on ∆0.
Because each value of each ∆j now implicitly depends on ∆0 via the Si0j function, the second step is by no means simpler than
solving the original systems of equations. Nevertheless, this two-step procedure formalizes the concept of locality in the original
saddle-point equation in a sense that in order to restore the solution in a given finite region, one only has to specify the values at
the boundary of this region as a function of the values inside the region.
This interpretation allows one to come up with a relation between the ensembles of solutions in the two versions of the problem.
Consider the joint probability distribution of the values of ξ and ∆ at i0 and its nearest neighbors j ∈ ∂i0 in the original problem.
















where k runs through ∂i0 and i0 itself, and the average 〈•〉 is performed over all values of ξj . Because of the equivalence (B5),
we can perform a change of variables in the argument of the δ-function resulting in:∏
k







· δ (∆0 − s) ·
∣∣∣det M̂ ∣∣∣ . (B7)
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Note that the right hand side now contains the solution of the modified problem Si0k as well as a new function s, which represents
the explicit expression for the value of ∆0 as a function of all neighboring values:
s
(





f (ξj ,∆j |ξi0) . (B8)


























where the first index correspond to site i0 itself, and the remaining indices enumerate neighbors j ∈ ∂i0. The determinant of this
matrix can easily be computed:








Also, because the original solution Sj is assumed to represent a minimum of the free energy, it can be shown that the matrix M̂ is
positive definite, thus rendering its determinant also positive. This allows one to drop the absolute value sign in (B7) and further
rewrite it in the following form:
∏
k∈∂i0∪{i0}











































The first term in this expression corresponds to unitary term in the Jacobian (B11), and the second term reproduces the part with
derivatives by exploiting the fact that
∂f
∂y
δ (x− f (y)) = ∂
∂y
xˆ
dx′ · δ (x′ − f (y)) . (B13)
The lower limit of the integral is of little importance as long as it does not depend on y, so that its influence vanishes upon
differentiation.
As a final step, we exploit the locally tree-like structure of the graph. Consider sites j ∈ ∂i0, that is, the nearest neighborhood
of the fixed site i0. Let us also denote the local tree of some large depth d originating at j and spreading away from i0 as T i0j ,
see also Figure B1. Locally tree-like structure of the graph implies that the local trees for different j start to overlap only when
d approaches the diameter of the entire system, with the latter diverging in the thermodynamical limit. On the other hand, the
saddle-point equations (B1) involve a sum of large number of fluctuating variables. Consequently, Si0j for a given j is essentially
sensitives only to the values of ξ within a tree T i0j of some finite depth d0, with the latter playing the role of the correlation





[19], as discussed in the main text. The key
conclusion from the observations above is that the functions Si0j for various j depend on non-overlapping sets of ξj values, thus
leading to statistical independence of Si0j w.r.t the ensemble of independent ξj in the thermodynamical limit. Note that this does
not imply the same behavior for Sj in the full system, where the neighborhood of i0 is correlated precisely due to presence of i0
itself.
The described decoupling between the values of the order parameter in the modified problem allows one to average each
δ-function in the right-hand side of Eq. (B12) independently. That is why, the original expression for the joint probability (B6)
can be rewritten in the following form:
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Figure B1. A neighborhood of the chosen site i0 with Z = 3 is depicted. The left figure represents the original problem, and the right figure
corresponds to the modified problem with the site i0 (in gray) and all its edges (dashed lines) being “quenched” to some externally specified
values. For a given neighbor of j of the chosen site, the value of the order parameter ∆j is determined by the values of ξ within the corresponding
branch denoted as T i0j (highlighted with a dashed rectangle). Because of locality and the fact that the original equation contains a summation
over all neighbors, the influence of each particular site in T i0j decreases with the distance away from the discussed site j. This is schematically
represented by the size of each site. In particular, one expects that beyond some finite distance d each particular site has virtually no effect on





















































The average 〈•〉 in this expression is now performed over all configurations of disorder with ξi0 = ξ0. One is then interested in









































This equation connects the onsite probability distribution in the original problem with a similar object in the modified problem.
One can derive similar expression for a joint probability distribution of any local set of sites in the full system.
Now, the argumentation that lead to the relation (B16) between original and modified problems remains entirely valid if one
formally performs the same steps one more time for any site j ∈ ∂i0. Namely, fixing the value of the order parameter on j as well
results in a new function Sj,i0 of the remaining ξ values. This function is connected with the previous iteration as
∀k 6= i0, j0 : Sj,i0k ({ξk} |∆1, ξ1,∆0, ξ0) ≡ S
i0
k ({ξj} |∆0, ξ0)⇔








∀k 6= i0, j0 : ∆k = Si0k ({ξj} |∆0, ξ0) ,
(B17)
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f (ξk,∆k|ξ1) + f (∆0, ξ0|ξ1) . (B18)
Note that we have explicitly split the summation over the nearest neighbors of j into the contribution the “fixed” site i0 and all
other neighbors of j. Performing the same type of reasoning as the one already discussed, one proceeds to derive an expression
similar to Eq. (B16), which expresses P i0j in terms of P
j
k for k 6= i0 and si0 :











































There are two main differences between this equation and the one for the onsite probability density. First of all, the right-hand side
now includes the solutions to the modified problem for all neighbors of j except i0. Secondly, the function si0 in the right-hand
side contains the explicit dependence on the arguments ∆0, ξ0 of the target function P i0j in the left-hand side.
At this point, one can recall that all local distributions assume translationally invariant form in the thermodynamical limit, so
that onsite distributions in both original and modified problems are expected to be independent on the actual position of i0 and
k ∈ ∂i0. Let us denote the corresponding functions as P (ξ0,∆0) and P (ξ1,∆1|ξ0,∆0), respectively. Equation (B19) then turns
into a closed equation on P , and Eq. (B16) expresses the onsite probability distribution P of the original problem via P . After
some transformations, the result can be rewritten as:








 ∆0ˆ d∆′ exp{−it∆′}
 · [ˆ dξd∆ · P (ξ,∆|ξ0,∆0) · exp {itf (ξ,∆|ξ0)}]Z
 , (B20)









 ∆1ˆ d∆′1 exp{−it∆′1}
 · [ˆ dξd∆ · P (ξ,∆|ξ1,∆1) · exp {itf (ξ,∆|ξ1)}]Z−1
 , (B21)
where we made use of the integral representation of the δ-function in terms of a Fourier integral as well as the additive form of
both s and si0 functions. One then has to solve Eq. (B21) with respect to P and use it to calculate the actual onsite distribution P
by means of Eq. (B20). As a final remark, we note that expressions similar to Eq. (B20) can be obtained for joint probability
distributions of fields on several neighboring sites, allowing one to study correlations in the distribution of the order parameter.
For instance, the joint probability distribution for a pair of two neighboring sites is expressed as























Appendix C: Equation on distribution in the limit ν0∆0  1, Z  1
1. Notation and relevant assumptions
In this Appendix we analyze the distribution of the order parameter in the limit of small ν0∆ and large Z. The limit is controlled
by a finite value of
Zeff = 2ν0∆0 · (Z − 1) , (C1)
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where ∆0 is the naive mean-field value of the order parameter as defined by Eq. (7), and ν0 = ν (0) is the single-particle density
of states at the Fermi level per spin projection. The value of Zeff represents the effective average number of neighbors for each site,
that is, the number of neighbors that have their ξi values within the stripe of width 2∆0 around the value of ξi at the given site.
In what follows, we limit the consideration to the case of zero temperature. We will also assume the attractive interaction to be
energy-independent, while the influence of a smooth dependence of the matrix element on energy is discussed Appendix G. The










·D (0) , ω (z) = 1√
1 + z2
. (C2)
One of the most profound consequences of the employed simplification is that the typical scale of the order parameter is altered, as
evident already at the level of the mean-field equation (A23). Indeed, in the absence of the D function, the single-particle density
of states ν becomes the only function to provide a high-energy cut-off of order of EF for otherwise logarithmically diverging
integral in (A23). This change, however, does not influence major low-energy properties, as described in Appendix G.
We also assert the following relation between the typical energy scales:
∆0  εD, EF . (C3)
Here, ∆0 is an estimation of the typical value of the order parameter, εD is the typical scale of energy dependence of the matrix
element D, and EF is the energy scale of the disorder distribution ν (ξ). Finally, we define the dimensionless Cooper attraction
constant, which is assumed to be small:
λ := 2ν0ZD (0) 1. (C4)







which turns out be the only qualitatively important parameter of the low-energy theory as long as all the assumption outlined
above are fulfilled.
2. Equation on the cumulant generating function
We start by performing the Fourier transform on the target distribution:






d∆1 · P (ξ1,∆1|ξ,∆) · exp {iTf (ξ1,∆1)} , (C6)
which corresponds to calculating the moment generating function of the quantity f (ξ1,∆1) over the distribution P (ξ1,∆1|ξ,∆).
The normalization of the P function translates to
R (0|ξ,∆) = 1. (C7)
There are several important properties of theR function. First of all, since the f function assumes positive values, theR function is
analytical in the upper half-plane of the complex variable T . Moreover, because the probability density function of the f variable
does not diverge at f → 0, the corresponding moment generating function R decays at least as 1/T for ImT → ∞. This fact





dT ·R (T |ξ,∆) · φ (T ) ,
where φ (T ) is some analytical function in the upper half-plane with a decaying behavior as ImT →∞. Due to the described
analytical properties of R, one can close the integration contour in the upper half-plane and subsequently apply the Cauchy
theorem to obtain I = 0. Note, however, that the typical value of f is given by ftyp ∼ D (0) /Z, where Z is a large quantity by
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assumption. Therefore, there exists a large region ImT  f−1typ where the R function might demonstrate nontrivial behavior. In
particular, we will observe that in this intermediate region the R function demonstrates growth of the form
R (iτ |ξ,∆) ∼ τ ln τ.
In what follows, we will be primarily interested in the intermediate region, while bearing in mind that at large scales the expected
analytical behavior is properly restored.
After applying the integral transformation of Eq. (C6) to the right hand side of Eq. (B21) one arrives to
























} · [R (t|ξ1,∆1)]Z−1
 . (C8)
To obtain this expression, we have shifted the integration contour over t to guarantee the convergence of the integral over ∆1 and
made an explicit choice of the lower limit of integration over ∆
′
1, see explanation under (B12). We now seek the solution in the
following form:





∣∣∣∣ ξ∆0 , ∆∆0
)}
, (C9)
where r is the rescaled cumulant generating function of the order parameter distribution, as will also be demonstrated later. This
function obeys the normalization condition
r (0|x, y) = 0 (C10)
as a consequence of C7. In this substitution, we have also introduced proper dimensionless quantities for this problem:
S = ∆0T, x = ξ/∆0, y = ∆/∆0. (C11)
The next idea is to exploit the exponential smallness of the order parameter by treating it as the only finite energy scale
in the problem. Formally, the value of r turns out to be of order unity, which allows us to use the relation (C3) in the form
ν0∆0 ∼ ∆0/EF  1 and expand the expression (C9) for R as






The last term is exponentially small and can be safely neglected. This allows one to express the new r function as








where we have also used the normalization relation (C7). In order to obtain the equation on the r function, we note that the initial
equation (C8) respects the normalization condition (C7) as a special case for S = ∆0T = 0. That is why, one uses the right hand
side of (C8) to express both instances of R in (C12) and obtains the following equation on the r function:









































} · exp {Zeff · r (s|x1, y1)}
 . (C13)
In this equation, we have used the dimensionless parametrization (C11) for all dummy integration variables.
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a. Excluding high-energies from the problem
The next step is to quantify the role of ∆0 as the only relevant energy scale in the low-energy physics. Indeed, as long as the
hierarchy of energy scales (C3) takes place, the sole role of higher energy scales of order εD or EF is to define the value of the
typical scale of the order parameter ∆0 via the mean-field equation (7). Therefore, only the behavior of all functions at scales
ξ ∼ ∆ ∼ ∆0 and T ∼ ∆−10 should be important. However, naively letting ν (ξ) ≈ ν (0) = ν0 in Eq. (C13) would eventually













where c1 is some smooth function of x and y, but not y1, x1 or S, and # denotes some low-energy cutoff. The origin of this
logarithmic divergence lies solely in the 1/ξ-behavior of the f function at intermediate scales ∆  ξ  ωD. In particular,
this singularity is of the very same nature as that in the standard BCS mean-field theory. To demonstrate this, let us rewrite the
mean-field equation (7) in terms of dimensionless variables:









where we have neglected the difference between Z and Z − 1 in the definition of Zeff. One can observe that due to the form of the
f function, neglecting high-energy dispersion of ν in this integral produces the same type of logarithmic divergence. From this
example, we also infer that the divergence is regularized only at x1 ∼ EF /∆0  1 due to the properties of the ν function in the
full problem. The first idea is thus to extract all contributions in Eq. (C13) that are linear in f (∆0x1,∆0y1) and to compensate
the associated 1/ξ divergence by adding and subtracting a suitable modification of the mean-field equation (C15). Because f



































} · exp {Zeff · r (s|x1, y1)}
 . (C16)
One cannot, however, immediately use the mean-field equation (C15) to calculate this expression because it contains some residual
dependence on x1 in r (s|x1, y1). To move forward, we exploit the fact that the r function is expected to be a smooth function of
x1. One expects that r (s|x1, y1) quickly approaches a constant finite value at x1  1 regardless of the value of y1, as long as
the latter is of order unity. Such an expectation stems from the fact that the right hand side of the target equation (C13) on the
r function does indeed indicate such a behavior for the region 1  x1  ED/∆0. Let us denote the corresponding value as
r (s|∞, 0). The second idea is then to exploit the following asymptotic formula:
exp {Zeff · r (s|x1, y1)} − exp {Zeff · r (s|0,∞)} ≈ Zeff · [r (s|x1, y1)− r (s|0,∞)] ∼
1
x1
, 1 x1  (ν0∆0)−1 . (C17)
Because the difference of exponents produces an extra power of 1/x1, we conclude that the difference between ∆r and a modified
version with the additional dependence on x1 neglected is already a quickly converging integral. In other words, it suffices to



































} · exp {Zeff · r (s|∞, 0)}
 , (C18)
where the additional regular dependence on x1 is neglected. The difference between this expression and the original diverging
term (C16) already gains its value in the region x1 > 1, while the error term from such an approximation is of order ∆0/ED and
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can be neglected:

















Here the notation “low-energy part” corresponds to the part of the expression resulting from ignoring the high-energy behavior of























· exp {−isy1} · exp {Zeff · r (s|∞, 0)} . (C20)
In order to use the exact definition (C15) to evaluate this integral, one has to modify the second argument of f . However, naively





, 1 x1  EF /∆0, y1 ∼ 1, (C21)
and the term (C20) would no longer be able to serve for a counter-term to the logarithmic divergence in the target equation (C13).
























· exp {−isy1} · exp {Zeff · r (s|∞, 0)} , (C22)
which results from ∆rr after putting y1 = 1 in the second argument of f and subsequent multiplication by y1. And again, the
difference between ∆rr and ∆rrf is already controlled by low-energies by construction:


























where the last term vanishes due to the asymptotic form (C21) of the f function. The value of ∆rrf can already be calculated
































(0|∞, 0) , (C24)
where the box highlights the part that is equal to 1/Zeff due to (C15). To simplify the expression after using the mean-field
equation, we have used the infinitesimal imaginary part of s to calculate the integral over y1. After that we have used the fact that
r decays exponentially in the upper half-plane of s variable to close the integration contour and evaluate the remaining integral as
a residue at its only singularity at s = 0.
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b. Extracting the low-energy behavior
Let us now summarize the procedure described in the previous subsection. We have first identified a logarithmically large
contribution in Eq. (C13) produced by the 1/ξ1-behavior of the BCS root in Eq. (C2). The exact value of this contribution is
accumulated from all energy scales up to EF , which prevents us from analyzing low-energy physics right away. The problem is
solved as follows:
• first, one identifies the contribution that produces the divergence if the high-energy regularization is ignored. The strategy
is to come up with a proper counter-term that can be calculated with the help of some exact identities in the theory.
Remarkably, the problematic contribution turns out to be linear in S variable which indicates that that it is responsible for
the exact value of the average order parameter, while all other moments of the distribution are completely determined by
low-energy physics.
• The contribution in question is divergent due to the presence of the term proportional to the integral of the f function over
its first argument. In the original theory, its finite value is delivered by mean-field self-consistency equation (C15), so that
the latter is a viable candidate to counter the discussed divergence. However, the target contribution also contains some
residual dependence on its arguments which forbids direct usage of the mean-field equation.
• One then has to strip off the residual regular dependence of the integrand on ξ1 and ∆1 and nonessential part of the
dependence on ξ, and the error term from this step is already controlled by low energies. This is achieved by successive
extraction of sub-leading terms in formal 1/ξ1 expansion of the integrand.
• After a chain of additions and subtractions, one is left with an expression that can be computed exactly due to the mean-field
equation (C15).
As a result of this manipulations, the target expression (C13) can be rewritten as a sum of four terms:
























































































 · exp {Zeff · r (s|∞, 0)}

 , (C27)




































(0|∞, 0) . (C29)
In the resulting expression, all integrals over x1 and y1 in Eq. (C13) are now forced to gain their value in the region x1, y1 ∼ 1.


























where ω is the BCS root given by Eq. (C2), and κ is the low energy control parameter given by Eq. (C5). Applying these



























































































 · exp {Zeff · r (s|∞, 0)}

 , (C32)



























· e−isy1 · exp {Zeff · r (s|∞, 0)} . (C33)
These equations can further be simplified by noting that the dependence r on x and y in the right hand side of all equations is now
expressed via a single variable w = ω (x/y). This allows one to carry out all integrals over y1 explicitly by making a change of
variables









































exp {Zeff · r (s|ω (z1))} , (C34)

















[exp {Zeff · r (s|ω (z1))} − exp {Zeff · r (s|0)}] . (C35)
To simply the third term (C33), we choose to evaluate the integral over x1 instead:
[∆rr −∆rrf ] = iS ·
∞̂
0








· exp {isκ · w} · exp {−isy1} · exp {Zeff · r (s|0)} . (C36)




































The integral over s in Eq. (C36) can also be evaluated explicitly, although for now we opt to keep it in the unevaluated form. One
then performs the following simplifying substitutions
w = ω (z) , Zeffr (S|w) =: m (S|w) . (C39)
In these terms, the transformed system (C25-C29) reads:
















































· exp {is · κw} ·
∞̂
0
dy1 · y1 ln
1
y1
· exp {−isy1} · exp {m (s|0)}




For further analysis, it is convenient to extract the linear in S term in m:






so that m2 has vanishing first derivative at S = 0. The equation (C40) then splits into two:













· exp {isκw} ·
∞̂
0
dy1 · y1 ln
1
y1
· exp {m (s|0)− isy1} , (C43)


















To simplify equation (C43), the second term in Eq. (C40) was additionally integrated by parts with respect to w1. This is the final
stage of the transformation. As intended, it contains only dimensionless variables and thus describes the low-energy physics.
Higher energy scales enter the problem only via the values of the control parameters κ and λ. One now has to solve the resulting
pair of integral equations with respect to m1, after which the value of m2 is restored via the integral representation (C44).
As it follows from the derivation, the expressions are valid for x, y < εmax/∆0, where εmax is the high-energy cut-off of the
mean field equation. In the simplistic model considered above with no energy dependence of the interaction matrix element
D, one has εmax = EF as governed by the single-particle density of states ν. As discussed in Appendix G, the actual value
of εmax is given by the characteristic scale εD of the D function. We also emphasize that it is the value of m1 that collects all
information about the high-energy physics. Indeed, all high-energy terms and their regulators eventually found their way only into
the expression for m1, while the remaining part of the m function is restored from the form of m1.
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3. Expressions for distribution functions
One can restore the probability distributions of interest by using the original set of integral equations (B20-B21). After some
algebra, the results read:








































where P (x) = ∆0 · ν (ξ = ∆0x). In this approximation, we are using x and y as the arguments of the distribution functions in
the sense that the corresponding probability measure is given by P (x, y) dxdy. According to the original equation (B21), the P
function contains dependence on both x0 and y0, but for x0, y0 ∼ 1 it can be collected into a single variable w0 = ω (x0/y0), in
the same fashion as it takes place for functions r1 and r2.
One can further notice that the difference of P (x, y) with P (∞, y) is only present in a small vicinity of x ∼ 1 and decays










· exp {m (S|0)− iSy} . (C47)
Alternatively, the same result can be demonstrated by a direct calculation. It is still implied that the probability measure to be used











Note that in general it is not correct to let x =∞ directly in the expression (C46) for the joint probability distribution. Despite
the fact that the onsite correlation between ξ and ∆ is only visible in a small region ξ ∼ ∆, this is the defining region for all
quantities with a typical energy scale of the order of ∆.
With expression (C47) at hand, one can now observe that the value of m1 (0) is directly connected to the mean value of the
order parameter:
〈y〉 = m1 (0) , (C49)
where 〈•〉 now stands for the average over the distribution of the order parameter as given by (C47). More generally, the function
m (S|0) is the cumulant generating function of the dimensionless order parameter:





Going further, the equation (C43) on m1 (w) can also be rewritten as
m1 (w) = 〈y〉+ κw + λ ·
〈
(y + κw) ln
1
y + κw




Letting w = 0 provides the following self-consistency equation for the value of 〈y〉:





















































































































The presented expression for G is valid for u > 0, while the integral representation for G is a holomorphic function of u ∈ C
with a branch cut along [−∞, 0].
We conclude this subsection by noting that the self-consistency equation (C53) is the only trace of high energy physics. Indeed,
the only role of this equation is to define the exact value of m1 (0) ≡ 〈y〉. Our derivation indicates that the high-energy physics
takes essential part in the formation of this mean value, so that equation (C53) is a counterpart of the mean field self-consistency
equation (A23) in the conventional BCS theory. However, once the exact value of 〈y〉 is specified by whatever mechanism,
equations (C51) and (C44) define the entire cumulant generating function without any influence of large energy scales. In other
words, all statistical properties of the order parameters are entirely defined by the parameters λ, κ and the value of 〈y〉.
4. Gaussian limit Zeff  1
Within our model, the limit of Zeff = 2ν0∆0 · (Z − 1) 1 corresponds to conventional BCS-like theory with relatively weak
disorder and nearly homogeneous order parameter. In this limit, the distribution of the order parameter is nearly Gaussian with
mean value close to the mean-field order parameter defined by Eq. (7), and the fluctuations are suppressed as Z−1eff . Below we
demonstrate how our results reduce to a simple Gaussian distribution for the case of large Zeff as a manifestation of the central
limit theorem applied to the original saddle-point equation (C2).
At its heart, the analysis of this case amounts to applying the saddle-point approximation to all integrals over s. By doing so,
we essentially replace all distributions of the order parameter with some version of a Gaussian distribution, which is entirely
consistent with the central limit theorem applied to the original set of equations (4). In the limit of large Zeff, the position of the
saddle-point is in some sense close to S = 0 and is thus governed by the behavior of the leading terms of m in its expansion in
powers of S. The whole theory thus reduces to a set of algebraic equations on the values of leading moments of the distribution,
which are precisely the leading Taylor coefficients of m (S|0).










where µ2 is some function of order unity, which is to be verified later. We now substitute this ansatz in the equation (C43) on m1
and evaluate the integral over s in the third term:























Because µ1 is of order unity and κ = λ/Zeff  1, the remaining integral over y1 is governed by a small region
|y −m1 (0)− κw| ∼
√
λκµ2  1, so that one can expand the logarithmic part of the integrand around the center of this
region. Additionally, it becomes obvious that the function m1 (w) has a typical scale w ∼ κ−1  1. However, the value of w
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itself only assumes values in the interval [0, 1]. That is why, one can only retain the leading powers of κw  1 by replacing
m1 (w) with a linear function:
m1 (w) = m10 +m11 · κw, (C58)
where the coefficients m10,m11 ∼ 1 are determined directly from Eq. (C57):




The value of µ2 (w) is now deduced from the direct expansion of the equation (C44) on m2 (S|w) with the use of approximate
expression for m1:







































Evidently, the assumptions about the values of µ2 and m1 turned out to be correct.
The region of applicability of this result is governed by the behavior of the corresponding integral (C47) over S. The latter
gains its value in the region described by the condition that the m functions reaches the value of order unity, viz:∣∣∣λκ · µ2 (w) · (iS)2∣∣∣ ∼ 1⇔ S ∼ 1√
λκ
, (C61)
where we have taken into account that µ2 ∼ 1. The proposed expansion (C56) is applicable whenever higher order corrections to




















































· κm11 + κw. (C63)




 1⇔ κ λ, (C64)
which is consistent with the purely physical argument based on the effective number of neighbors:
κ λ⇔ Zeff = Z · 2ν0∆0  1. (C65)
We conclude this subsection by noting that the values of m1 (0) and µ2 (0) are consistent with a direct perturbative expansion of
the initial saddle-point equation (C2) around the mean value defined by Eq. (C15). For instance, one can calculate the dispersion







































(0|w) = λκµ2 (0) = λκ
π
2
(1 +O (κ)) . (C67)
In order to extract sub-leading in κ effects directly from the saddle-point equation, additional technical effort is required. On the
other hand, our approach provides a straightforward procedure in the form of direct expansion of equations (C43-C44) in powers
of κ 1 up to the required order.
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Appendix D: Extreme value statistics
In this Appendix, we analyze the asymptotic behavior of the probability density function in order to obtain extreme value






2π · [−∂2m2/∂2s (sn|0)]
· exp {m2 (sn|0)− isn · (y − 〈y〉)} , (D1)




(sn|0) = i (y − 〈y〉) . (D2)
The applicability of such an approximation is controlled by the subleading terms in expansion ofm2 around s0. The corresponding







In practice, it always corresponds to some requirement on the value of |y − 〈y〉|.
In both cases of large and small values of y, the leading contribution corresponds to a saddle point s0 that turns out to be purely
imaginary and large in absolute value. This fact allows one extract the corresponding asymptotic behavior from the integral
equations (C43-C44) on m1, m2. A representative result of such approach is presented on Figure D1, and below we extract
analytical behavior of the large- and low-y tails of the distribution and overview the key qualitative features of the result.
1. Probability function for y > 〈y〉
For large arguments y  1, the only relevant saddle point is in the upper half-plane. The asymptotic behavior of the m function
for arguments with large positive imaginary part can be calculated directly from Eq. (C44). The corresponding integral over w1








































The second term can be further transformed via integration by parts to render











, Im {κS}  1, (D5)
where γ ≈ 0.577... is the Euler–Mascheroni constant, the value ofm1 (0) was replaced with 〈y〉, and the second term∝ 〈y ln 1/y〉





















2π · [λ 〈y〉]2
· exp {−ζ (y)} , (D7)

















Figure D1. A log-scaled plot of the probability density function P (y) calculated by four different methods. The solid lines represent direct
numerical integration of Eq. (C47) with the use of the exact (blue) and approximate (orange) solution to the integral equations (C43-C44). The
approximate solution is described in detail in Appendix E. The dashed lines correspond to evaluation of integral (C47) within the saddle point
approximation, with the exact numerical solution for the m function used to determine the position of all the saddle points and the associated
contribution to the integral. The peak at y ∼ 1 results from vanishing of the second derivative of the integrand at the saddle points for y = 〈y〉,
where the saddle point approximation ceases to be applicable. For y > 〈y〉 the exact and approximate curves coincide, thus demonstrating a
perfect agreement. For y ? 〈y〉, the saddle point approximation comprises multiple saddle points, as described in Subsection D 2. The presented
curves correspond to taking into account n = 7 leading contributions. Using a smaller number produces oscillations in the region 2 > y > 4,
while further increase of n does not lead to any noticeable change in the form of the curve. For y ? 6, the the approximate result is in good
agreement with the exact value. The parameters of the model are λ = 0.12 and Z = 51, rendering κ ≈ 5.0.
The expression turns out to be an excellent approximation for the true value of the probability, as seen e.g. on Figure 5 of the main
text.
We also note that the double-exponential behavior is to be expected as the observed profile of the distribution is delivered by a
certain kind of disorder configurations. Indeed, as it can be seen from the original saddle-point equation (4), the only way to
produce a low value of the order parameter in a given site is to have the values of ξ on all neighboring sites much larger than the
typical order parameter ∆0. In this case, one can linearize the saddle-point equation (4) by neglecting the order parameter in the
denominator of the right hand side. For the purpose of estimations, we will also estimate the order parameter ∆j in the numerator
as 〈∆〉, as the latter has a narrow distribution compared to that of 1/ |ξ| and can thus be approximated by its mean value. As a
result, the order parameter is roughly given by the following expression:






Because of the large number of terms in this sum, it can be estimated by replacing the sum with the average over the distribution
of ξ:














where |ξ|min = min |ξj | is the minimum absolute value of the onsite energy among the neighboring sites, and E1 is some high
energy cutoff. It can be estimated by plugging the average order parameter in both the left hand side and instead of |ξ|min in the
right hand side:





The resulting estimation for the order parameter then reads:










where we have also taken into account that λ = 2ν0ZD (0). In order for the resulting value of order parameter to be smaller than
∆, one thus needs









The distribution of the quantity |ξ|min can approximately be described by a Poisson distribution for sufficiently small values of ξ:
P (min |ξj | > E) = [1− F (E)]Z ≈ exp {−ZF (E)} , (D13)
where F (E) = Prob (|ξ| < E) is the distribution function of the disorder field ξ that can be approximated as
F (E) = 2
Ê
0
ν (ξ) dξ ≈ 2ν0E, E  EF . (D14)
Here we have taken into account that |ξ|min is still much smaller than EF , so that the density of states ν (ξ) was replaced with a


























which thus reproduces the asymptotic result (D7-D16) up to prefactor 1/2 in the exponent and other sub-exponential prefactors
arising due to a crude estimation of the sum in Eq. (D9).
In a similar vein, one can use Eq. (C46) to obtain the asymptotic form of the joint probability distribution:










2π · [λm1 (w)]2
· exp {−ζ (y|ω (x/y))}
 , (D16)















Note that because λ 1 and y < 〈y〉, one has x0  1, and the increase of the probability function with y is very steep. As a
result, the onsite joint probability distribution P (x, y) and other joint distributions of various quantities on neighboring sites all
feature strong correlations between ξ and ∆ for small values of ξ. Indeed, the relation between the value of ξ and ∆ determines
the value of the w argument in the expression for ζ, thus determining the exact position of the onset of the exponential tail.
The region of applicability of approximate expressions (D7-D16) is controlled by two factors. First of all, the width of the




)−3/2∣∣∣∣∣ 1⇔√ζ (y|w) 1. (D17)
Secondly, the value of the saddle point s0 has to be within the region of applicability of the asymptotic expansion (D5), i. e.
− iκs0  1⇔ ζ (y|w) Zeffm1 (w) . (D18)
The two requirements above can thus be summarized in the following criteria of applicability:







? −〈y ln y〉
m1 (w)







At this point, we also note that this result is consistent with the Gaussian limit described previously. Indeed, for the case of
large Zeff, the criteria of applicability (D19) is only satisfied for sufficiently large deviations of y from the mean value 〈y〉. As a
result, the corresponding asymptotic behavior is rendered effectively unobservable due to small absolute value of the probability.
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2. Probability function for y > 〈y〉: leading dependence
For large values of y, the integral (C47) possess a whole series of saddle points in the lower half-plane of s variable, see
Figure D2 for an illustration. In the relevant region, the asymptotic expression for the m2 function reads:











+O (iκS ln iκS) , (−ImκS) 1. (D20)
The last error term reflects the presence of one more asymptotic series of the same type as the one for ImS > 0. The leading term
is exponentially large, and we can neglect this sub-leading series, although it is valid to retain it for any S with nonzero real part.
Figure D2. The complex plot of the derivative f (s) = −i∂m/∂s − y of the integrand of Eq. (C47) for y = 10 computed for the model
with λ = 0.12 and Z = 51. The color encodes the value of arg f according to the legend to the right, which stands for the complex plot
of the function f (s) = s. One can observe that f has 5 zeroes in the presented plot region. The imaginary parts of zeros are close to a
corresponding multiple of 2π. The black solid lines represent the contours of constant value of log10 |f | with the step of 0.2, with the smallest
value corresponding to 0.1. The function grows exponentially in the lower half-plane, as evident from the fact that for Ims > 3.5 the contours
are approximately equidistant.




















+O (ln z) = ψ. (D21)
This equation possesses an infinite set of solutions {zn, n ∈ Z} that come in conjugate pairs, i. e. z−n = zn, with each pair


















, −n ∈ N,
(D22)
where Wk (u) is the k-th branch of Lambert’s W -function. To obtain this approximation, we have neglected the error terms in
Eq. (D21). Each of the resulting saddle points produces a contribution to the value of the probability according to Eq. (D1):
P (n) (y) ∼ 1√



















































Because zn for n 6= 0 come in conjugate pairs, the whole expression is real as it should be. The range of applicability of this









Due to the exponential behavior (D20) of the m2 function, each term of the resulting series is only available up to logarithmic
accuracy and we cannot provide an estimation for the sum in Eq. (D24). In addition, this analysis is unable to provide the
exact value of m (1), which is controlled by the form of the distribution P (y) near its maximum. In order to complete both of
these tasks, one has to use the exact expressions for m2 (e. g. those available in the limit of weak coupling, see Appendix E).
Nevertheless, this analysis provides us with insights into the asymptotic behavior of the probability P (y) for large values of the
argument.
According to Eq. (D21), the real part of zn grows with n. While the exact rate of decay depends on the particular form of the
errors terms that we have neglected, one expects that for sufficiently large value of y only several first terms contribute to the sum
in Eq. (D24). In particular, one can establish the general form of the asymptotic tail of the distribution by using only the main
saddle point:
lnP (y) ∼ lnP (0) (y) ∼ −y − 〈y〉
κ
[








2πκ (y − 〈y〉)
]
+O (ln z0) , (D26)
where z0 can be estimated according to Eq. (D21) as























The precision of our calculations allows us to provide the final result in the following form:


















A practically important observation is that in a broad region of parameters this distribution is numerically close to a “squashed ex-




for some small parameter β, which is consistent with some experimental
observations.
This result is also consistent with the Gaussian limit discussed in Subsection C 4, as the latter corresponds to κ 1. Thus,
according to the criteria (D25), the asymptotic behavior (D26) starts at
y − 〈y〉  κ =
√
〈〈y2〉〉 /λ, (D29)
where the last equation is due to Eq. (C67). Consequently, the probability at these values is already exponentially small, rendering
the corresponding regime unobservable.
3. Probability function for y > 〈y〉: sub-leading corrections and secondary maxima
For moderately large values of y and κ, the secondary saddle points bring in additional oscillatory behavior as seen on
Figure D1. The qualitative origin of these oscillations lies in the fact that each secondary saddle has imaginary part of the order of
2πn, n ∈ Z. As a result of the latter, the contribution (D23) of each saddle point exhibits damping oscillations w.r.t y with period
close to κ/n. One thus expects that all secondary contributions in the total sum (D24) will demonstrate constructive interference
as y approaches
yn = 〈y〉+ κn, n ∈ N. (D30)
While the precision of our calculations does not allow us to demonstrate these oscillations explicitly, we can still use the leading
asymptotic form to construct a meaningful model that illustrates such a behavior. By using the leading approximation (D22) for






































where we have taken into account that z−n = znand thus the whole sum is real. We once again underscore that such an estimation
cannot guarantee any sort of qualitative convergence and thus serves only illustrative purposes. The plot of the resulting function
for some values of the parameters is shown on the left plot of Figure D3. Crucially, one can observe that the resulting expression
exhibits oscillations with a slowly drifting period close to ∆y = κ. The exact answer for the distribution function confirms this
qualitative result, as evident from the neighboring right plot of Figure D3 as well as from the data presented in the main text.
Figure D3. Plots of the logarithm of the multiplicative factor f (y) distinguishing the leading asymptotic P (0)0 (y) behavior at large y given
by Eq. (D28) and the true distribution of the dimensionless order parameter P (y) = exp {f (y)} · P (0)0 (y). The argument is given by
a = (y − 〈y〉) /κ. The microscopical parameters of the model are λ ≈ 0.12, Z = 51 and κ ≈ 5.0. Left. The multiplicative correction
according to the qualitative estimation (D31). The noise at moderate values of a results from cutting the sum in Eq. (D31) at a finite number of
terms for the purposes of numerical evaluation. Right. The multiplicative correction according to various theoretical approximations for the true
distribution. The blue curve represents the value of the integral (C47) obtained by direct numerical integration. The orange line corresponds to
saddle-point approximation of the integral C47 with all saddle point taken into account for y > 〈y〉. The green line reflects contribution of the
leading purely imaginary saddle point only. When required, the exact m function is used. The quantitative difference between the two plots is
explained by the subleading corrections to the exponent of each term in Eq. (D31) that are beyond the accuracy of the used expansions.
From the physics point of view, the secondary peaks are delivered by a certain spatial configurations of the disorder. Namely,
the n-th secondary maximum of the distribution corresponds to the sites with exactly n neighbors with small value of onsite




















where we have used λ/ν0Z as an approximation for the values of the right hand side for the chosen sites with small values of ξ,
while the remaining sum was estimated by its mean field value. Rescaling this estimation to the units of ∆0 immediately leads us
to Eq. (D30).
The apparent sharpness of the peaks can be perceived as a consequence of Van Hove singularity in the distribution of the right
hand side of the saddle point equation. Indeed, at small values of ξ, the BSC root in Eq. (C2) features a maximum, leading to a
square root singularity in its distribution. The latter is subsequently contracted with the distribution of the order parameter itself,
thus producing a shifted replica the main maximum of the distribution.
The presented explanation for the secondary peaks also admits a straightforward verification for each particular realization of
the disorder. Given a solution to the saddle-point equation (C2) in a particular realization of a random graph and disorder fields,
one classifies all sites according to the exact number k of neighbors with |ξ| < ξmin where ξmin is some threshold of order of
several ∆0. By removing the k-th group from the complete set of ∆ values, one expects to flatten out the corresponding secondary
peak, while leaving all other peaks intact. The results of this procedure are presented on Figure D4 and are rather confirmatory.
The secondary peaks are not eliminated entirely by the described numerical classification because the distribution of the right
hand side of the saddle point equation exhibits a broad power-law tail away from the Van Hove singularity. As a result, there is no
exact scale for the threshold parameter ξmin. This fact is also demonstrated on Figure D4: depending on the exact value of the
threshold, one can observe different degrees of deterioration of the secondary peaks.
The proposed explanation is also apparent from the theoretical analysis presented thus far. Indeed, the exponential behavior
of the m2 function originates from the vicinity of w1 = 1 point in the integral (C44). This region, in turn, corresponds to the
values of the f function achieved in the limit ξ  ∆. As a result, each secondary peak effectively represents configurations with
n neighbors with small values of ξ, while the remaining neighbors form a background value of 〈y〉 in a mean field fashion.
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Figure D4. The plots of “filtered” histograms of the order parameter in a particular disorder realization with N = 222 ≈ 4.2 · 106, Z = 51,
λ = 0.113, corresponding to Zeff = 1.43 · 10−2, κ = 7.88. The curves are offset by a constant multiplier close to unity so that all curves are
visible (otherwise they coincide with high precision). The vertical dashed lines denote the expected position of the maximum of the distribution
according to Eq. (D30), but with the value of 〈y〉 replaced with the actual position of main maximum ymax ≈ 1.3. The noise present on both
plots at large values of y is due to statistical uncertainty, as can be deduced from the “count” value for these values of y. Left. Histograms
obtained after excluding sets of sites with the corresponding number of neighbors satisfying |ξ| < ξmin = 5∆0. For instance, “Group 1” refers
to the histogram obtained after excluding the sites with exactly one nearest neighbor that has |ξ| < 5∆0. One can see how the corresponding
secondary peaks are suppressed in accordance to the fact that Group n contributes to formation of the n-th peak. Right. Demonstration of the
effect of various threshold values ξmin = xmin ·∆0 on the behavior of the histogram. One can observe how increasing the threshold suppresses
all peaks except the main one.
A yet another consistency test is to examine the joint probability distribution P (ξj ,∆i) for some pair of neighboring sites
(i, j). Both numerical and analytical means then clear indicate that for small values of ξj the conditional distribution experiences
a well pronounced shift by the value of f (∆, ξ), in full agreement with the proposed explanation. A representative example of
numerical data is shown on Figure D5.
We conclude this appendix by noting that the observed behavior of both the joint distribution P (ξi,∆j) and the distribution
of the order parameter P (y) is expected to persist in the presence of the Onsager reaction term. As our analysis suggests, the
positions of the maxima in both these distributions are determined solely by the direct influence of neighboring sites. On the other
hand, the Onsager reaction term eliminates the “self-action” of the order parameter, i. e. its response to its own value via value of
the order parameter on the neighboring sites. Therefore, such a term is incapable of altering the positions and strengths of the
observed maxima of the distribution behavior qualitatively. For instance, one expects such an effect to be present if saddle-point
equations are solved on an indefinite directed Caley tree instead of a finite random regular graph, as visible e. g. on Figs 2 and 3
of Ref. [23].
Appendix E: Solution for the cumulant generating function m in the limit of small λ
In this Appendix, we derive the analytical solution for the integral equations (C43-C44) in the limit of small BCS coupling
constant λ. The resulting solution appears to be valid in the entire region of applicability of the saddle-point equation (A17).
We seek the solution for both m1 and m2 in the form of a formal expansion in powers of small λ up to the leading order. We
start by discussing the magnitude of the functions in question. Let us consider the equation on m1 first. As we will see later, the




. Assuming those to be the leading terms, one can see that the remaining




or smaller. Having these estimates hold, one can infer from Eq. (C44) that the whole function




or smaller. As a result, we assert the following estimations for the functions in question:









where we have denoted
w0 := m1 (0) /κ, (E2)
which is a suitable variable for further calculations.
This expansion can now be substituted in (C44) to obtain m2:






Figure D5. Density histogram of the joint probability distribution P (ξj ,∆i) for all pairs (i, j) of neighboring sites in a particular disorder
realization with N = 222 ≈ 4.2 · 106, Z = 51, λ = 0.113, corresponding to Zeff = 1.43 · 10−2, κ = 7.88. The color represents the value of
the probability density function according to the legend on the right. Horizontal dashed lines denote the expected position of the maximum of
the marginal distribution P (y) according to Eq. (D30), but with the value of 〈y〉 replaced with the actual position of main maximum ymax = 1.3.
Note that the main maximum is situated at y1 for small x and approaches y0 as x grows. The light blue dashed line at the top left corner serves
as a guide for the position of the secondary maximum wheres the latter can be resolved, although barely visible on the plot itself. The secondary















































iσ − 1. (E5)
where pFq is the generalized hypergeometric series:








with (x)k = Γ (x+ k) /Γ (x) being the Pochhammer symbol.
With this expression at hand, one can turn back to the equation (C43) for the m1 function. It is convenient to use it in the form
of expressions (C51) and (C53), rendering:
m1 (w) = κ (w + w0) + λ ·
〈
(y + κw) ln
1
y + κw
































+ λ · 〈G (y/κ)〉 . (E8)
where we have also retained O (λ) contributions in the first equation in order to match with the precision of Eq. (E3). The average












da · φ (κa) · exp {iσw0 − iσa+ λ · [w0Φ0 (σ) + Φ1 (σ)]} .
To obtain the last expression, we used the result (E3) for the m2 function and carried out substitutions σ = κs, a = y/κ. It is thus
convenient to rewrite the result as

















where we have used the exact identity 〈y〉 = m1 (0) = κw0, and the g functions are defined as








da · (a+ w) ln 1
a+ w







g1 (w0, w1;λ)− g1 (w0, 0;λ)
w1
. (E12)
To obtain the expression for g2, we have used the integral representation (C54) for the G function. We now need to develop a
proper approximation for g1 function. Because we expect w0 to be large, as it follows from the previous subsection, it is valid to
seek a formal expansion of g1 in powers of 1/w0. It is convenient to use the following integral representation for the a-dependence








−xt + e−txt− 1
t2
. (E13)
With the use of this representation, we can rewrite the expression g1 as:









To obtain this result, the integral over a was taken exactly, and the subsequent integration over σ was carried out by means of
Cauchy theorem. Before we move on, it should be noted, that the integral over t should be formally cut at t0 ∼ exp {1/λ}.
Indeed, according to asymptotic expression (D5) derived earlier, the Φ0 term brings in a contribution whose real part grows as
+λw0 · t ln t at large t, so that it eventually dominates the linear decay provided by the first term in the exponent. However, this
happens only at t ∼ t0, where the expression for m2 itself ceases to work, as discussed in Appendix C. The integral itself gains its
value at t ∼ (w0 + w)−1 due to the first term, thus allowing one to treat the expression as convergent.
The expression (E14) is thus suitable for expanding in powers of λ, rendering:



















Finally, integrals over t can be evaluated, resulting in:
g1 (w0, w;λ) = (w0 + w) ln
1
w0 + w

































(w0 + w1) ln
1
w0+w1
− w0 ln 1w0
w1
≡ G (w0) +O (λ) , (E18)
where G is the function defined in Eq. (C54).
At this point, it is worth noting that the derived expression (E16) for g1 possesses a transparent qualitatively interpretation.
According to (E11), the g1 function represents the mean value of the form









where the average is taken over the exact distribution P (y) function of the order parameter. On the other hand the value of w0
also corresponds to the average value of the form 〈y/κ〉. One can thus see that the leading term in the approximation (E16) for the
g1 function corresponds to replacing the full distribution P (y) with a δ-function centered at the mean value, i. e. δ (y − κw0).
The sub-leading corrections to g1 are then obtained by treating the actual form of the distribution as a perturbation on top of
the trial distribution. This appears to be sufficient to determine the value of w0 with the required accuracy solely because the
averaged functions y and y ln 1/y differ by a slow function that does not contribute substantially to the result unless the underlying
distribution possesses fat tails. That is why, it would be qualitatively wrong to perform such an approximation for other averages.
Consider, for instance, low order cumulants: they vanish identically for a δ-like distribution, but from the form of the cumulant
generating function given by m itself one can tell that in our problem they are all of the same order.
Collecting everything together, one obtains the following set of equations for the m1 function:
m1 (w) = κ (w + w0) + λ ·
[





















































































































where Lin (z) is the polylogarithm function (C55). Similarly to expression (C54) for the G function, the F function is purely real
for all w0 > 0 and represents a holomorphic function of w0 ∈ C with a branch cut along [−∞, w0].
From this result, we can also infer the actual limit of applicability of the proposed procedure. Indeed, at large w0 the sub-leading
term behaves as

















so that the obtained series for g1 + λg2 is governed by the parameter λ/w0  1. Quite conveniently, this also happens to coincide
with the criteria of applicability of the expression (E3) for the m2 function.
As a by-product of the presented calculation, one can infer the explicit result of the typical value of the distribution. The latter
is defined as
ytyp := exp {〈ln y〉} . (E24)





















− 1 ≡ lnκ− ln ytyp − 1. (E25)
Consequently, the typical value reads:






(w0, 0;λ) + 1
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To obtain the last expression, we have evaluated the required expression for the H function.
Solving the resulting equation (E21) for w0 up to the available precision renders
w0 = w
(0)



























The result suggests that the presented derivation is applicable when
w
(0)











This corresponds to the following limitation on the value of Z:
Z ? Z∗ =
λ



















Remarkably, this scale is exponentially smaller than Z1 = λ · exp {1/2λ}, with the latter being the scale suggested by [19] as the
lower limit below which the original saddle-point equation is rendered inapplicable, see the discussion after Eq. (4) of the main
text for details. Consequently, the developed approximation covers the entire region of applicability of the proposed model for
sufficiently small λ.
Let us now summarize the obtained results: we have derived the following analytical solution to the integral equa-
tions (C43-C44):
m1 (w) = κ (w + w0) + λ ·
[








m2 (S|w) = λ · [(w + w0) Φ0 (κS) + Φ1 (κS)] , (E31)
w0 = w
(0)























where Φi are special functions given by Eq.-s (E4-E5), and F is given by Eq. (E22). The solution is controlled by the parameter
λ/w0  1, which turns out to be small in the entire limit of applicability of the proposed model. The presented solution comprises
all previously discussed special cases. For instance, one can formally expand these equations in the limit κ 1, corresponding to
the Gaussian regime. The result then reduces back to expressions (C59-C60), thus successfully reproducing the large Zeff limit. In
the opposite limit of κ ? 1, the expressions (E30-E32) provide a quantitative demonstration for the asymptotic behavior described
in Appendix D.
Appendix F: The effect of smooth energy dependence of the matrix element
In the simplified model discussed in Appendix C, we have ignored the dependence of the matrix element D (ξ) on the energy




Let us first briefly discuss the role of the D function within the mean-field approach described in Appendix A. In the simplified
version of the theory we have been discussing thus far, the logarithmically divergent integral in Eq. (A18) was cut off at energies
of order EF originating purely from the behavior of the density of states ν (ξ). The main role of the energy dependence D (ξ)
is to provide a more physical upper limit cut-off of the order of εD, as it was shown in Appendix A. However, the difference
between the effect of ν (ξ) and D (ξ) is that the latter endows the order parameter with and additional dependence on the onsite
value of the disorder field ξ0. In other words, one now has to describe not just the value of ∆0, but the whole function ∆ (ξ0). As
it is demonstrated in Appendix A, the profile of ∆ (ξ0) resembles that of D (ξ0) itself, and thus the emergent typical scale of
ξ0-dependence in also given by ξ0 ∼ εD.
Connected to the mean-field equation is the question of the actual number of sites participating in the superconducting order.
Indeed, in the current version of the model, each site develops its own value of the order parameter of order ∆0, regardless of
the onsite value of ξ. On the other hand, already at the level of the mean-field equation it is clear that only sites with energies
|ξ| > εD can participate in the formation of superconducting state due to the limitation on maximum energy transfer. In other





· P0 (ξ,∆) , |ξ| > εD,(
1− εDEF
)
· ν (ξ) · δ (∆) , |ξ| ? εD,
(F1)
where P0 is the low-energy joint distribution (C47) found in the previous section. The leading prefactors in both expressions
ensure normalization and reflect the fact that only ∼ N · εD/EF of all N sites in the system actually develop superconducting
ordering. Therefore, the role of the η function in a more accurate version of the theory is to exclude the sites deep within the
Fermi sea from superconducting correlations.
2. Equations for the m function
Let us now turn to quantitative description of the outlined differences. From the considerations above one concludes that the m
function and all associated objects should also exhibit a slow dependence on the onsite value of x = ξ/∆0. The corresponding
counterpart of the equation (C13) for the r function now reads:









































} · exp {Zeff · r (s|x1, y1)}
 . (F2)
It is convenient to parametrize the f function as






where η is the function determining the energy dependence of the matrix element (c.f. with (A20)):
η (x) ≡ u (∆0x) = D (∆0x) /D (0) . (F4)
One can also introduce the following parametrization for the r function:
r (S|x, y) := r (S|w = ω (x/y) , x) , (F5)
so that the x-dependence is explicitly factorized into the low-energy part corresponding tow argument and high-energy dependence
originating from the presence of the η function. Extracting the main logarithmic divergence according to the procedure outlined in
Subsection C 3 produces the following set of equations:












iSκ · ω (x1/y1) · η (x− x1)
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(exp{Zeff · r (s|ω (x1/y1) , x1)}− exp{Zeff · r (s|0, x1)})
 , (F8)




























































 · exp{Zeff · r (s|0, x1)}
 , (F10)
where underlined are the differences of these expressions to their counterparts in Subsection C 2. Similarly to the calculations
of Subsection C 2, the next step is to treat the functions η (x), ν (x) and r (..., x) as constant in all expressions where the
corresponding integral is convergent at the scale x ∼ 1. This allows one to rewrite the equations above as











iSκ · ω (x1/y1) · η (x)
}





















 · exp {Zeff · r (s|ω (x1/y1) , 0)}
 , (F11)




























 (exp {Zeff · r (s|ω (x1/y1) , 0)} − exp {Zeff · r (s|0, 0)})
 , (F12)





























































 · exp{Zeff · r (s|0, x1)}
 . (F14)
Note that the last expression remained intact, as it still contains a logarithmic integral over x1. One then proceeds to simplifying
these expressions in a way similar to that presented in Subsection C 2. The result then reads:
m (S|w, x) := Zeff · r (S|w, x) = iSm1 (w, x) +m1 (S|w, x) , (F15)






iSκη (x) · w1
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m1 (w1, 0)−m1 (0, 0)
w1
+ η (x) · λ
∞̂
0










isκη (x) · w
}














In order to further simply the last term in the equation on m1, one considers the following identity:
m1 (0, x)− η (x)m1 (0, 0) = λ
ˆ
R
dx1 · ω (x1) ·
ν (∆0x1)
2ν0
·m1 (0, x1) · (η (x− x1)− η (x) η (x1)) , (F18)
which is obtained by using Eq. (F17) for both instance of m in the right hand side. As it follows from the qualitative considerations
in the beginning of this Appendix, we expect m1 (0, x1) to depend on x1 only at the scale x1 ∼ εD/∆0. The resulting integral
over x1 is thus governed by x1 ∼ εD/∆0, so that one can replace ω (x1) with 1/ |x1|, similarly to the derivation of Eq. (F17).
We then observe that the value of m1 (0, x) is given by the mean-field answer corresponding to Eq. (A22):
m1 (0, x) = m1 (0, 0) · d (∆0 · x) , (F19)
where d (ξ) is the function obeying Eq. (A24). Because the d function also happens to describe the exact energy dependence of





dx1 · ω (x1) · η (x− x1) ·
ν (∆0x1)
2ν0
m1 (0, x1) = m1 (0, 0) · d (∆0x) (F20)
The equation on m1 can then be rewritten as






m1 (w1, 0)−m1 (0, 0)
w1
+ η (x) · λ
∞̂
0










isκη (x) · w
}
· exp {m (s|0, 0)− isy1}






· ω (x1) · η2 (x− x1). (F21)
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It only remains to simplify the last term. In a simpler model with no ξ dependence of the matrix element, this integral evaluated to




dx1 · ω (x1) ·
ν (∆0x1)
2ν0
· η2 (x1 − x) = α · η2 (x) + λ · ψ (∆0x) , (F22)




dx1 · ω (x1) ·
ν (∆0x1)
2ν0








2 (ξ1 − ξ)− u2 (ξ1)u2 (ξ)
|ξ1|
. (F24)
The equation (F23) for α can be further simplified to exclude low-energy scales:






· u (ξ1) ·
u (ξ1)− d (ξ1)
|ξ1|
, (F25)
where we have again made use of the mean-field equation (A23) in its dimensionless form as well as the dimensionfull counterpart
u (ξ) of the η function. For the low-energy physics it is important that α is close to unity. Indeed, as it is shown in Appendix A,





One can thus write down the equations for the m function in their final form:
m (S|w, x) = iSm1 (w, x) +m1 (S|w, x) , (F26)






iSκη (x) · w1
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m1 (w1, 0)−m1 (0, 0)
w1
+ η (x) · λ
∞̂
0










isκη (x) · w
}
· exp {m (s|0, 0)− isy1}
+m1 (0, 0) · d (∆0x) + κw ·
[
η2 (x)α+ λ · ψ (∆0x)
]
. (F28)








2 (ξ1 − ξ)− u2 (ξ1 − ξ)u2 (ξ1 − ξ)
|ξ1|
, (F29)
and the value of the coefficient α is given by






· u (ξ1) ·
η (ξ1)− d (ξ1)
|ξ1|
. (F30)
Note that ψ (ξ) obeys the condition ψ (0) = 0 and depends on ξ at the scale of the Debye energy |ξ| ∼ εD as it follows from
the definition of the η function. Similarly to equations (C43-C44) of a simpler model, one has to determine the form of the
m1 function by solving the system of coupled integro-differential equations.
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Let us consider this system of equations at x = 0:









































· exp {isκ · w} · exp {m (s|0, 0)− isy1}
+m1 (0, 0) + κw · α, (F32)
where we have used the normalization η (0) = d (0) = 1. The only difference between these equations and the ones obtained for
the simple model with no D (ξ) dependence is that α now differs from unity. Remarkably, however, the difference is small as




. In particular, the approximate solution developed in Appendix E applies to these equations unchanged. The
value of m function at x = 0 remains quantitatively correct up until |x| ∼ εD/∆0, where it quickly decays to zero.
3. Distribution functions
As discussed in Subsection F 1, the energy dependence of the matrix element of the Cooper attraction leads to a modification of
the expressions for the distribution functions. Similarly to Subsection C 3, one can use the exact equations (B20-B21) to obtain
the following expressions for the distribution functions of interest:












 y0ˆ dy′1 exp {−isy1}
 · exp{m (s|ω (x1/y1) , x1)}
 , (F33)








 yˆ dy′ exp{−isy′}
 · exp {m (s|ω (x/y) , x)}
 . (F34)
For xi ∼ 1 one can neglect the slow explicit dependence of m and η on x and simplify the expressions above to









 y0ˆ dy′1 exp {−isy1}
 · exp {m (s|ω (x1/y1) , 0)}
 . (F35)








 yˆ dy′ exp{−isy′}
 · exp {m (s|ω (x/y) , 0)}
 . (F36)
Finally, one can neglect the difference between α and unity e.g. when using the approximate solution from Appendix E, in which
case these expressions are identical to the results (C45-C46) in the previous section.
We note that for a trivial choice η ≡ 1, the new results properly reduce back to Eq. Appendix C. One can also consider a
simplistic model function of the form
η (x) =
{
1, |x| < εD/∆0,
0, |x| > εD/∆0,
(F37)
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which corresponds to a hard cut-off of the D function at the Debye energy εD. It is not exactly physical, but it helps to illustrate
the result of our calculations. In this case, α = 1 exactly and the solution for m is given by
m (S|w, x) =
{
m0 (S|w) , |x| ≤ εD/∆0,
0, |x| > εD/∆0,
(F38)
where m0 is the solution for the case of no D (ξ) dependence. The values for the probabilities then read:
P (x, y) =
{
P0 (x, y) , |x| < εD/∆0,
ν (x) · δ (y) , |x| > εD/∆0,
(F39)
P (y) = P0 (y) ·
εD/∆0ˆ
0
dx · P (x) + δ (y) ·
∞̂
εD/∆0
dx · P (x) ≈ P0 (y) ·
εD
∆0






where P0 (x, y) and P0 (y) are the values for the case of no ξ dependence of the matrix element. The results are thus consistent
with the expectations outlined in the beginning of this section.
We conclude this section by noting that the exact marginal probability distribution P (y) ceases to be physically important
for the case of nontrivial η (x) dependence. Indeed, as it is apparent from the discussion above, the value of P (y) does not
discriminate between physically important sites close to the Fermi level and those deep within the Fermi sea. It is physically
more sensible to consider the conditional probability function P (y|x) = P (x, y) /P (x) for x ∼ 1, which contains the actual
behavior of the order parameter. That is why, it is valid to claim that the distribution P0 (y) in the naive model without the energy
dependence is a proper quantity describing the statistics the order parameter. Consequently, the m function still characterizes the
cumulants of this distribution. Finally, the average value denoted by 〈•〉 in Subsection C 3 should be interpreted as those over
P0 (y) rather than the full distribution P (y).
Appendix G: The model with fluctuations of the matrix element of the Cooper attraction
One of the most drastic simplifications of the model thus far is our complete disregard to the fluctuations of the matrix element
of Cooper attractions between the localized single-particle states. Not only we have neglected the fluctuations of the sheer number
Z of effectively interacting neighbors, but we have also treated the value of this matrix element between each pair of interacting
states as constant. As discussed previously in Subsection D 3, this results in physically improbable secondary maxima in the
distribution of the order parameter. In this Appendix, we present a more realistic model that takes into account the described
fluctuations and eventually provides a more complete picture for the distribution of the order parameter.
The model can be summarized by representing the value Dij of the matrix element between the two single-particle states by
the following combination:
Dij = cij ·D (ξi − ξj) , (G1)
where cij are independent random variables distributed according to some distribution P (c), and D (ξ) is the energy dependence
of the interaction discussed in Appendix F. In this way, the matrix element now contains two types of fluctuations: explicit
fluctuations due to c and implicit ones due to the ξ-dependence. The the model analyzed previously is reproduced by letting











One has to solve this system of equations for each realization of the disorder field ξ and random couplings cij .
Below we present both numerical and analytical study of this extended model. Sections G 1 through G 4 provide a concise
derivation of the generalized theory, which includes the mean-field approximation, the equations on the modified distribution
function, the m function and the solution for the m function in the limit of weak coupling. In Subsection G 5 we then present
detailed results for two specific choices of the coupling distribution P (c). We first analyze the effect of weakly fluctuating c by
choosing P (c) to be a narrow Gaussian-like distribution of mean value 1 and standard deviation δ  1. We then touch on the
effect of the fluctuating number of neighbors Z by exploring the model with P (c) = pδ (1− c) + (1− p) δ (c). The outcomes of
our analysis substantiate the qualitative claims made in Subsection III E of the main text.
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1. The mean-field approximation
Within a simple mean-field approximation, the saddle-point equation (G2) reduces to the following:
∆ (ξ0) = Z 〈c〉 ·
〈







Performing the same type analysis as the one presented in Appendix A results in the following answers for the mean-field order
parameter:





· d (ξ) , (G4)
where ED and d (ξ) are still defined by equations (A28) and (A24), respectively, but the dimensionless coupling constant λ in all
expressions is now defined as
λ = 2ν0 ·D (0)Z 〈c〉 . (G5)
Here, 〈c〉 is the mean coupling constant. In this way, the fluctuations do not affect the mean-field behavior, as the extra multiplier
〈c〉 can absorbed into the D function.
2. Equations on the modified distribution function P (ξ,∆|ξ0,∆0)
The next step is to derive the generalization of the equation on the distribution according to the program described in
Appendix B. Similarly to previous cases, we introduce the following shorthand notation for the right hand side of the new
saddle-point equation (G2):






While the disorder is not restricted to a single site anymore, it is still local in a sense that the configuration on a given site i is
completely determined by quantities ξi, ξj ,∆j , cij in the nearest neighborhood only. One then considers the joint probability















δ (∆k − Sk) ·
∏
j∈∂i




where k runs throughN (i) = ∂i∪{i}, Sk is the solution to the saddle-point equations (G2) on site k for a given disorder realization
(thus depending on the values of ξj and cij in the whole system), and the average 〈•〉 is performed over all values of ξj , cij in the
whole system. Similarly to the simpler case of Appendix B, we introduce the modified problem, where a chosen site i has ∆i, ξi





corresponding modified probability distribution for a site j neighboring with i is defined as
P ij
(














where the average is now performed over the values of ξj on all sites except i and over the values of cij on all edges except those
incident with i. By following the derivation identical to that of Appendix B, one arrives to the following relation between the
introduced joint probability distribution Pi and the distribution P ij in the modified problem:




















































f (ξj ,∆j |ξi, cij) , (G10)
and Pξ (ξ) , Pc (c) are the distributions of local disorder fields ξ and c, respectively. For simplicity we have assumed cij to be
uncorrelated and independent on ξ. Integrating out fields ∆j , ξj on neighboring sites j ∈ ∂i and the corresponding couplings cij
then renders the following equation for the onsite probability distribution:




dξjd∆jdcij · Pξ (ξj)Pc (cij) · P ij (ξj ,∆j |ξi,∆i, cij) · δ (∆0 − s)



































In a similar vein one then derives the recursive equation for P ij :
















































f (ξk,∆k|ξ1, cjk) + f (ξ0,∆0|ξ1, c0) . (G13)
Finally, the arguments of translational and rotational invariance on the graph allows one expect identical distributions on all sites,
so that one obtains the following equations after a proper Fourier transform:








 ∆0ˆ d∆′ exp{−it∆′}
 · [ˆ dξd∆dc · P (ξ,∆|ξ0,∆0, c) · exp {itf (ξ,∆|ξ0, c)}]Z
 ,
(G14)









 ∆1ˆ d∆′1 exp{−it∆′1}
 · [ˆ dξd∆dc · P (ξ,∆|ξ1,∆1, c) · exp {itf (ξ,∆|ξ1, c)}]Z−1
 ,
(G15)
which are direct generalizations of Eq.-s (B20-B21). By employing a procedure similar to that described in Appendix B, one can
express all other local joint distributions in terms of P .
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3. Equations for the m function
Upon deriving a closed set of equations on the joint distribution functions, we proceed to simplifying them in the limit
ν0∆0  1, Z  1. One starts with the following definition of the m function:
m (S|x, y) := ln
{[ˆ
dξ1d∆1dc1 · P1 (ξ1,∆1|ξ,∆, c1) · exp {iS · f (ξ1,∆1|ξ, c1) /∆0}
]Z−1}
, ξ = ∆0x, ∆ = ∆0y,
so that it satisfies the integral equation obtained from (G15):
1
Zeff

















































} · exp {m (s|x1, y1)}
 .
(G16)
For the purpose of visualization, we have highlighted the modifications due to the presence of fluctuating coupling by c by a box.
The next step is to exclude high-energy scales while carefully treating the emerging logarithmic divergencies. Note that in our
model the f function contains c in a simple multiplicative form, i. e. f (ξ1,∆1, c1|ξ) = c1 · f (ξ1,∆1|ξ), with the latter term
multiplier being of the same form as the one used in the previous Appendix F. The solution can be seen as a straightforward
modification of the derivation presented earlier in Appendix F. It is still convenient to represent the m function as a sum of two
terms:
m (S|x, y) = iSm1 (x, y) +m2 (S|x, y) . (G17)
The equation for m2 then readily reads








iSκη (x) · c w1
}


















while the equation for m1 is obtained after the procedure identical to that of Appendix F and reads:






m1 (w1, 0)−m1 (0, 0)
w1
+ η (x) · λ
∞̂
0










dcP (c) · c exp
{
i c sκη (x)w
}
· exp {m (s|0, 0)− isy1}






α · η2 (x) + λ · ψ (∆0x)
]
, (G19)
where the constant α and the functions d (ξ), ψ (ξ) are defined in Eq.-s (F30), (A24) and (F29), respectively. The equa-
tions (G19-G18) are the direct counterparts of Eq.-s (F28-F27) discussed previously in Appendix F.
Similarly to the case of Appendix F, the distribution of the order parameter for the states participating in the superconducting






exp {m (s|0, 0)− isy} . (G20)
4. Weak coupling approximation
The obtained equations (G19-G18) admit a solution in terms of expansion in powers of λ 1. The procedure is completely






term and immediately finds:

























where Φ0 (s) , Φ1 (s) are defined in equations (E4) and (E5). The equation on the m1 function can be rewritten as























αη2 (x) + λ · ψ (∆0x)
]








y + c κη (x)w




where we have denoted




dyP0 (y) · f (y, c) , (G24)
with P (c) being the distribution of coupling, and P0 (y) being the distribution of the order parameter near the Fermi surface given











































dy · c (y + κwc) ln 1
y + κwc
· exp {isµ− isy +m2 (s|0, 0)} . (G26)
The system of equations (G22), (G23) and (G25) can be rewritten as

















αη2 (x) + λ · ψ (∆0x)
]
























Upon substituting the explicit form of m2 and expanding in powers of small λ one obtains
g1 (µ,w;λ) =
〈



























where we have denoted µw = µ+ κwc for brevity, and the average in now performed over both c and c′ independently (another
instance c′ emerges after substituting the expression for m2 that contains its own, independent integration over c). In particular,
one observes that


























Similarly to Appendix E, the integrals over w1 in g1 and µ1 can be evaluated in terms of special functions, but we choose to leave
it in an unevaluated form as the subsequent average over the distribution of c cannot be performed for arbitrary P (c) anyway.
The self-consistency equation (G25) for µ = m1 (0, 0) can still be solved within the perturbation theory in powers of λ. For
brevity, here we will present only the leading order:





W (πκ/4 · α 〈c2〉)
+O (λ) , (G31)
where W is the Lambert’s W -function. Higher orders are expressed in terms of g1 function, similarly to Appendix E.
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5. Extreme value statistics
a. Fluctuating D model
We start with the simplest model describing small fluctuations in the value of the matrix element around its mean value. The











, c > 0,
0, c < 0,
(G32)









 1 exists to N , 〈c〉 and〈
c2
〉
but we are going to discard them in what follows. Within such a model, it is possible to analyze the asymptotic behavior
qualitatively in the same spirit as done in Appendix D.
Let us start with the region y > 〈y〉 first. The only saddle point contributing to the integral (G20) for the probability density
still lies on the imaginary axis in the upper half-plane. There exists a large region κ |S|  1/δ2 where the modified asymptotic
expression for m2 can be obtained by direct perturbation theory, i. e. by formally treating deviation of c from one as a small
correction. By repeating the calculation of Subsection D 1 one the obtains the following asymptotic expression:
m2 (S|w) = Zeff
〈y〉
κ














, a = −iκS  1. (G33)
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This result is valid while

















Because of the smallness of λ this region might turn out to be narrow. This does not imply, however, that the corresponding
asymptotic behavior is unobservable. What matters is the change in the value of the probability density. The lowest value of the











If this value is small enough compared to unity (the value of P (y) for y ∼ 〈y〉), the corresponding sharp profile will be well
observed. Moreover, the profile will not differ from the one with no fluctuations of the coupling constant as the expression (G35)













Note that the latter quantity is small everywhere in the non-Gaussian region of interest κ ? λ.
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When δ is not small enough to satisfy this criteria, the logarithmic asymptotic expression (G33) for the m2 function ceases
to be applicable. Indeed, such a behavior originates from the region near w = 0 of the integral (G18), but for κ |S| δ2 > 1
this contribution is clearly superseded by an exponential one originating from the region w1 ∼ 1. The resulting saddle-point
estimation of the integral (G20) for the probability density is a topic for a separate study. For our model it can be shown that
beyond the limit of applicability (G38) of the double-exponential asymptotic behavior given by Eq.-s (G34-G35) the probability
distribution is described by a much slower dependence of the form















which can be obtained by a technique similar to the one used in Subsection D 2 of Appendix D for large values of y. From
the physics point of view, it corresponds to the fact that the distribution now rests on a different type of optimal fluctuation in
real space. As explained e.g. in Subsection D 1, the observed double-exponential profile corresponds to sites with all neighbors
exhibiting large value of the disorder field ξ  ∆0. For the case with constant matrix element of the interaction this fluctuation
is the only way to deliver a small value of the order parameter. On the other hand, with fluctuating coupling constant one
can suppress the order parameter on a given site by picking diminished values of the coupling matrix elements on sufficiently
large fraction of incident edges. These two mechanisms compete with each other, providing a transition to different type of the
asymptotic behavior of the probability as y approaches the value defined by Eq. (G37). This also implies that the low-y behavior
of the distribution with sufficiently small fluctuations of the coupling constant will be sensitive to fine qualitative details of the
distribution of the coupling constants cij , such as the exact form of the distribution presence of local correlations.
In the opposite limit y ≥ 〈y〉 one has to analyze multiple saddle-points. Within the region kS  1/δ, one can again treat the
correction arising from δ perturbatively. This can be done by using the following operator representation:















·mclean2 (〈c〉S|w, x) , (G41)
where the boxed operator is understood as its formal power series, with each term being averaged over distribution of the coupling
constant c, and mclean2 (S|w, x) is the value of the m2 function obtain for the case with no fluctuations of the coupling constant.
By formally expanding this expression up to leading powers of the coupling fluctuation c− 〈c〉 one arrives at




















)2}  ·mclean2 (〈c〉S|w, x) , (G42)
thus obtaining the exact equation for the leading perturbative correction to the m2 function.
For the sake of brevity, let us now analyze the case w = 0, x = 0 sufficient to determine the value of the probability density of
the order parameter. Upon using the available asymptotic expression for mclean2 , the expression for the m2 function then evaluates
to




















where we have also used that 〈c〉 = 1 and (c− 〈c〉)2 = δ2 without loss of generality. The region of applicability of such an
approximation is defined by the converge radius of the used expansion:
κ |S| δ  1. (G44)
For the relevant values of S, the criteria evaluates to














and appears to specify an exponentially large region. Because the saddle-point analysis essentially requires performing the
Legendre transform on the m2 function, the leading effect of the perturbation is delivered solely by the change of the m2 function
itself. One can thus approximate the contribution of each saddle point as











where Pn (y, δ = 0) stands for the magnitude of the contribution without fluctuations of the matrix element, and the value
of the exponential part in m2 was approximated with a proper linear function of y according to the unperturbed saddle-point
equation (D21) of Appendix D. One immediately observes that the main asymptotic behavior of the probability density given by
Eq. (D28) remains intact up to δ ∼ 1, since only at this point do the correction to the contribution of main saddle point become
significant. Another particular consequence of this result is that the contribution Pn of the n-th secondary saddle point acquires








due to the imaginary part of zn that can be estimated as Imzn ∼ 2πn. This
has a certain influence on the secondary maxima of the probability density observed in the case with no fluctuations (see e.g.
Figure D3). The m-th secondary maximum located close to ym = 〈y〉+κm will thus be smeared for (2πδ)2m ∼ 1. In particular,
for δ ∼ 1/2π all of the secondary maxima will disappear.
For the purposes of qualitative demonstration, the left plot on Figure G1 shows a set of plots resulting from using the properly
modified “model” sum (D31). The latter is composed of the leading asymptotic estimations (D22-D23) for the contributions of
each secondary saddle-point with the correction (G46) taken into account. The right plot of Figure G1 demonstrates this behavior
in the true distribution of the order parameter found both theoretically and by direct numerical solution of Eq. (G2) in a number of
disorder realizations. One can indeed note that two major effects are induced by a finite value of δ. Firstly, one observes smearing
of the secondary maxima as δ increases in accordance with the described mechanism. Secondly, the expression (G46) for n = 0
suggests that δ introduces an additional nearly linear growth of the exponent of the actual leading contribution. This growth is
then observed as an upward tendency on both plots.
Figure G1. Plots of the logarithm of the multiplicative factor f (y) distinguishing the leading asymptotic P (0)0 (y) behavior at large y given
by Eq. (D28) (i. e. with δ = 0) and the true distribution of the dimensionless order parameter P (y) = exp {f (y)} · P (0)0 (y). On both
plots, various curves correspond to various values of the standard deviation δ of the coupling matrix element. The argument is given by
a = (y − 〈y〉) /κ. The microscopical parameters of the model are λ ≈ 0.12, Z = 51 and κ ≈ 5.0. Left. The multiplicative correction
estimated by the “model sum” (D31), but with each term adjusted according to Eq. (G46). Right. The plots for the multiplicative correction
according to the direct numerical solution of the saddle-point equation (G2) (solid lines) and the theoretical value for the PDF (dashed lines).
The data from Figure 6 of the main text was used, and discrepancies between the numerical and theoretical plots are also addressed under
Figure 6. The quantitative difference between the two plots is explained by the subleading corrections to the exponent of each term in Eq. (D31)
that are beyond the accuracy of the used expansions.
b. Fluctuating Z model
Another simple yet informative model is the one that reproduces fluctuations of number of neighbors Z. Within this model, one
chooses
P (c) = p · δ (1− c) + (1− p) · δ (c) , 0 < p < 1. (G47)
Each neighbor then has a fluctuating number of neighbors because each edge is either turned on with probability p, or turned off





− 〈Z〉2 = Zp (1− p) . (G48)
This simple model turns out to be very similar to the original model without the coupling disorder. Let us introduce the
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following renormalized values of the microscopical quantities:




where ∆0 is evaluated with the renormalized dimensionless Cooper constant λR, as described in Subsection G 1. Upon such
renormalization, the equations on both m1 and m2 are exactly mapped on those for constant Z presented in Appendix F:




























m1 (w1, 0)−m1 (0, 0)
w1
+ η (x) · λR
∞̂
0








· exp {isκRη (x)w} · exp {m (s|0, 0)− isy1}
+m1 (0, 0) · d (∆0x) + κRw
[
αR · η2 (x) + λR · ψ (∆0x)
]
. (G51)
As a result, the sole effect of the fluctuation of the number of neighbors within such a model is pure renormalization of the
microscopic parameters ∆0, κ, λ, α.
